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1 SUMMARY

1 SUMMARY
Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes (SMC) proteins are vital for a wide range of
cellular processes including chromosome structure and dynamics, gene regulation, and
DNA repair. Whereas prokaryotic genomes encode for only one SMC protein that exists as
a homodimer, eukaryotes possess six different SMC proteins that form three distinct
heterodimeric complexes, with the holocomplexes additionally containing several specific
regulatory subunits. The prokaryotic SMC complex is required for chromosome
condensation and segregation. In eukaryotes, this function is carried out by the condensin
complex with SMC2 and SMC4 at its core. The complex containing SMC1 and SMC3,
named cohesin, is responsible for sister chromatid cohesion during mitosis and meiosis.
Cohesin is also employed in DNA double-strand break repair, whereas condensin
participates in single-strand break repair. The as yet unnamed SMC5-SMC6 complex is
involved in several DNA repair pathways as well as homologous recombination in meiosis.
SMC proteins consist of N and C-terminal domains that fold back onto each other
to create an ATPase “head” domain, connected to a central “hinge” domain via long
antiparallel coiled-coils. The hinge domain mediates dimerisation of SMC proteins and
binds DNA, but it is not clear to what purpose this activity serves.
The aim of this work was therefore to characterise the structure and function of the
SMC hinge domain in more detail. Specifically, the hinge domains of the Pyrococcus
furiosus SMC protein and of mouse condensin were studied. Both their high-resolution
crystal structures as well as low-resolution solution envelopes were determined, and their
DNA-binding activity was analysed qualitatively and quantitatively.
While the SMC hinge domain fold is largely conserved from prokaryotes to
eukaryotes, functionally relevant structural differences can be observed. Most importantly,
the surface charge has been almost reversed throughout evolution. The data obtained
confirm that of all three eukaryotic SMC complexes, condensin is most closely related to
prokaryotic SMC proteins. Both the P. furiosus and the mouse condensin hinge domain
preferentially bind single-stranded DNA, but the mouse condensin hinge displays a much
higher affinity than its prokaryotic counterpart, suggesting that this function has been
enhanced during the course of evolution. The single-stranded DNA-binding activity might
be important for the function of the condensin complex in single-strand break repair, but
probably plays a different role in prokaryotes, possibly in the DNA-loading process of the
prokaryotic SMC complex during replication.
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2 INTRODUCTION
2.1 The Discovery of Chromosomes
In 1880, Walther Flemming coined the term “chromatin”, meaning “stainable material”, to
describe the substance in the nucleus that is strongly stained by aniline dyes (1):
Mit Chromatin soll demnach nur bezeichnet sein: diejenige Substanz im
Zellkern, welche bei den als Kerntinctionen bekannten Behandlungen mit
Farbstoffen die Farbe aufnimmt.
Flemming also named nuclear division “mitosis” (from Greek mitos, thread) because of the
threadlike metamorphosis of the nucleus during this process (2). Only afterwards, in 1888,
did Heinrich Wilhelm Waldeyer then call the bodies that are formed from chromatin
during mitosis and that Flemming had referred to as Kernfäden (nuclear threads)
“chromosomes”, “stainable bodies” (from Greek chroma, colour, and soma, body) (3).
With the limited means of his time, Flemming rendered a very accurate description
of nuclear division. He realised that chromatin transforms into a number of separate
threads (chromosomes) for cell division, and also found that these threads are split
longitudinally so that each daughter cell obtains one half. He could only make these
observations because of the condensed state that chromosomes assume during mitosis
(Figure 2.1), as during interphase chromosomes are not discernible as separate entities.

Figure 2.1. Drawings of chromosomes in anaphase of mitosis by Walther Flemming (2).
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2.2 Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes Proteins
Before a cell divides, each chromosome is duplicated, and the resulting identical sister
chromatids are distributed to the daughter cells in mitosis. During interphase the
chromosomes are loosely packed to enable transcription and replication. They would
become hopelessly entangled if they were to be partitioned in this form. Therefore, after
replication, chromosomes have to be condensed into a “transportable” form before cell
division is possible. To ensure that the two daughter cells both contain the full set of
chromosomes, sister chromatids have to be kept together until they are properly aligned at
the cell equator and attached to microtubules with opposing polarity, so that they can then
be pulled apart towards opposite cell poles.
Throughout all domains of life, Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes (SMC)
complexes are responsible for the faithful inheritance of genetic information. They are
involved in a wide range of vital cellular processes including cell division, gene regulation
and DNA repair, acting as global organisers and safeguards of the genome. Most
prominently, SMC complexes are responsible for chromosome condensation and sister
chromatid cohesion during cell division – processes whose importance was recognised
very early on, but that nonetheless are only just beginning to be understood.
At the heart of the SMC complexes are SMC proteins. They are essential, highly
conserved and very old proteins that arose even before histones (4) and have evolved to
fulfil diverse functions in genome maintenance. Whereas prokaryotic genomes encode for
only one SMC protein that exists as a homodimer, eukaryotes possess six different SMC
proteins that form three distinct heterodimeric complexes. The prokaryotic SMC complex
is required for chromosome condensation and segregation (5). In eukaryotes, this function
is carried out by the condensin complex with SMC2 and SMC4 at its core, the closest
relative of the prokaryotic SMC complex (6) (chapter 2.2.3). The complex containing
SMC1 and SMC3, named cohesin, is responsible for sister chromatid cohesion during
mitosis and meiosis (7) (chapter 2.2.2). The as yet unnamed SMC5-SMC6 complex is
involved in several DNA repair pathways, telomere maintenance, and homologous
recombination in meiosis, but its precise function is still poorly understood (8) (chapter
2.2.4). Both cohesin and condensin are also involved in gene regulation (9-14) and DNA
repair (chapters 2.2.2.3 and 2.2.3.3).
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2.2.1

Molecular Architecture of SMC Proteins and SMC Complexes

SMC proteins are large polypeptides, containing 1000 – 1300 residues. They have a
striking domain architecture consisting of a ~50 nm long antiparallel coiled-coil region
with globular domains at both ends (4,15) (Figure 2.2A). Their N and C terminus interact
at one end of the coiled-coil to make up an ATP-binding cassette (ABC)-type ATPase
“head” domain (chapter 2.2.1.1). The “hinge” domain at the other end of the coiled-coil
mediates dimerisation of SMC proteins to form a V- or ring-shaped dimer (15-17) (chapter
2.2.1.2). This hinge domain is the feature that distinguishes SMC proteins from the closely
related Rad50 family involved in DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair (18). Rad50
contains the same bipartite ABC-type ATPase domain with a long coiled-coil insertion, but
instead of the globular hinge domain it uses a Cys-X-X-Cys motif for dimerisation (19).
Two such “Zinc hook” motifs are dimerised by coordinating a Zinc ion between them
(Figure 2.2B).
Interestingly, while prokaryotic SMC complexes display a wide variety of “arm”
(coiled-coil) conformations in electron micrographs (16,20), the arms of condensin are
always associated with each other, whereas cohesin arms are always spread apart (15,21).
It is currently not known whether these different conformations have functional
consequences.
In addition to the SMC protein dimer, SMC holocomplexes contain several specific
regulatory non-SMC subunits that typically associate with the SMC ATPase domains (4).
The conserved “kleisin” winged-helix domain (WHD) subunit bridges the two head
domains in an SMC dimer, thus closing the SMC ring (hence the name kleisin, derived
from the Greek word for closure) (15,22). The kleisin also links other non-SMC subunits
to the complex (4,23) (Figure 2.2B). Most non-SMC subunits apart from the kleisin
contain HEAT repeat domains that facilitate protein-protein interactions.
The prokaryotic SMC homodimer associates with the kleisin ScpA which forms a
subcomplex with ScpB, a WHD protein that has no homologue in eukaryotes (24-30). The
holocomplex presumably contains two copies of each subunit (31), or possibly even four
copies of ScpB (30). The Escherichia coli MukB protein is a strongly divergent SMC
protein, closer homologues of which exist only in other γ-proteobacteria (32). Its two nonSMC subunits are termed MukE and MukF, the latter being the kleisin (33,34). A
MukE4MukF2 complex binds to the head domains of a MukB dimer (35-37).
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Figure 2.2. Molecular architecture of SMC proteins and SMC complexes. (A) Basic architecture of an
SMC protein dimer. Each subunit consists of two globular domains connected to each other by a long
antiparallel coiled-coil region. An ABC-type ATPase “head” domain is formed by the N and C terminus,
with the Walker A motif located in the N-terminal half, and the Walker B and signature or C motifs in the
C-terminal half. The central “hinge” domain mediates dimerisation of SMC proteins. (B) Prokaryotic and
eukaryotic SMC complexes. The prokaryotic SMC complex is made up of an SMC homodimer and two
copies each of two non-SMC subunits: the kleisin ScpA bridges the head domains and binds ScpB.
Eukaryotes have three distinct SMC complexes, all containing only one copy of each subunit. The condensin
complex consists of an SMC2-SMC4 heterodimer, a kleisin (CAP-H), and two HEAT repeat subunits
(CAP-D2 and CAP-G). Cohesin contains an SMC1-SMC3 heterodimer and two non-SMC subunits, the
kleisin Scc1, and the HEAT repeat subunit Scc3. The SMC5-SMC6 complex has up to six non-SMC
subunits, Nse1-6. The kleisin Nse4 forms a subcomplex with Nse1 and Nse3. Nse2 associates with the
coiled-coil region of SMC5. In fission yeast, Nse5-Nse6 are associated with the head domains, whereas in
budding yeast they bind to the hinge domains. The MR(N) complex contains the Rad50 protein which is
closely related to SMC proteins, but uses a Cys-X-X-Cys “Zinc hook” motif instead of the globular hinge
domain to dimerise by coordinating a Zinc ion. The Mre11 subunit connects two Rad50 proteins at the
ATPase domains. Nbs1 is only present in eukaryotes. (C) ATPase cycle of the SMC head domains. ATP
binding leads to engagement of two head domains to form two shared ATPase active sites. Upon ATP
hydrolysis, the head domains disengage again. ATP is symbolised by the yellow spheres. Figure adapted
from references (4,18,38,39).
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Unlike their prokaryotic ancestors, eukaryotic SMC complexes contain only one copy of
each subunit (15,40,41). The single kleisin subunit binds one SMC head domain with its
N-terminal helix-turn-helix domain and the other with its C-terminal WHD. Eukaryotic
kleisins are grouped into four major classes, α, β, γ, and δ (38,42), β-kleisins only being
found in higher eukaryotes.
α-Kleisins like budding yeast Scc1 associate with SMC1-SMC3 heterodimers and a
HEAT repeat subunit such as Scc3 to form cohesin (43-49). In the complex, the N-terminal
domain of Scc1 contacts the SMC3 head domain, and its C-terminal domain binds to the
SMC1 head and Scc3 (15). A second HEAT repeat subunit termed Pds5 is less stably
associated with cohesin and therefore not seen as integral part of the complex, but probably
binds to Scc1 as well (50-52). In higher eukaryotes, there are two isoforms of SMC1,
SMC1α and SMC1β (53). While the cohesin variant containing SMC1α is responsible for
mitotic sister chromatid cohesion (46), the variant with SMC1β is involved in meiotic
chromosome cohesion, dynamics, and recombination (53,54). However, even in lower
eukaryotes that have only one SMC1 isoform, meiotic cohesin contains a special α-kleisin
termed Rec8 and sometimes also a meiosis-specific HEAT repeat subunit (55-60).
Higher eukaryotes have two condensin complexes, condensin I and II, which share
the same core subunits SMC2 and SMC4, but possess different sets of non-SMC subunits
(40,41,61-63). Condensin I contains a γ-kleisin (CAP-H), whereas a β-kleisin (CAP-H2) is
found in condensin II. Two HEAT repeat subunits associate with the kleisin, CAP-D2/D3
and CAP-G/G2 (41,64). The N-terminal domain of the kleisin links CAP-D2/D3 to SMC2,
while its C-terminal domain connects CAP-G/G2 with SMC4 (41).
Lastly, the most divergent and most enigmatic eukaryotic SMC complex consists of
an SMC5-SMC6 heterodimer and up to six non-SMC subunits termed non-SMC elements
(Nse) (65-75). The δ-kleisin Nse4 forms a subcomplex with Nse1 and Nse3 (38,39,72,74).
Nse3 contains a MAGE homology domain whose function is unknown (71). Nse1 has a
RING-finger-like domain suggesting it may be an E3 ubiquitin ligase, but no activity has
been observed so far (69,76). Instead, the RING domain seems to provide the link between
Nse3 and Nse4 (76). Nse2 is a SUMO ligase (73,77,78) that associates with the coiled-coil
region of SMC5 (39,72,74). The ARM/HEAT repeat proteins Nse5 and Nse6 have only
been identified in yeast (70,73,74). In fission yeast, Nse5-Nse6 were found to be associated
with the head and coiled-coil domains (38), whereas in budding yeast they have been
6
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reported to bind to the hinge domains (39). However, fission and budding yeast Nse5-Nse6
are not homologous, and only the budding yeast orthologues are essential for cell viability.
2.2.1.1 The SMC Head Domain
The SMC ABC-type ATPase “head” domain has an unusual bipartite structure, being
formed from the N and C-terminal domains which are separated by an ~900 residue coiledcoil insertion. While the N-terminal half of the ATPase domain contains the Walker A
motif (also known as P loop), the Walker B motif and the signature or C motif are found in
the C-terminal part (Figure 2.2A). The Walker A motif binds the α- and β-phosphate of
ATP, while the γ-phosphate is bound by the signature motif. The Walker B motif contains
the catalytic base for ATP hydrolysis, a glutamate that activates a water molecule for
nucleophilic attack on the ATP γ-phosphate (4,79).
Structural and biochemical analyses of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic SMC head
domains have shed more light on their mechanism. The crystal structure of the SMC head
domain from the thermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus has been determined both in
the nucleotide-free and the ATP-bound state (using a Walker B motif glutamate-toglutamine mutation that prevents ATP hydrolysis, but not binding) (79), while the SMC
head domain from the thermophilic bacterium Thermotoga maritima has been crystallised
in the nucleotide-free state only (80). The structure of the Haemophilus ducreyi ATPγSbound MukB head domain complexed with MukE and the middle and C-terminal domain
of MukF has also been determined (81). Eukaryotic SMC proteins are represented by the
head domain of SMC1 from Saccharomyces cerevisiae in complex with ATPγS and the
C-terminal WHD of the Scc1 kleisin subunit (22).
Despite substantial sequence divergence, all four head domains are structurally
very similar to each other and to the P. furiosus Rad50 ATPase domain (82). They also
display a high structural similarity to a prototypic ABC ATPase (83), with the exception
that they are composed of two parts. The N and C-terminal SMC domains form a single
globular domain. A central β-sheet contains strands from both halves (Figure 2.3A).
In the absence of ATP, the P. furiosus SMC (PfuSMC) head domain is monomeric,
but upon ATP binding it dimerises (79). In the dimer, the ATPase domains face each other,
creating two composite active sites in the dimer interface in which two Mg2+-ATP
molecules are sandwiched (Figure 2.3A). Each ATP molecule binds to Walker A and B
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motifs from one subunit and the signature motif from the other. The nucleophile for ATP
hydrolysis is positioned and activated by residues from both subunits, confirming that only
the head domain dimer is a functional ATPase (79). This suggests that ATP binding leads
to engagement of the two head domains in an SMC dimer to close the SMC ring, while
ATP hydrolysis opens it (Figure 2.2C).

Figure 2.3. Crystal structure of the PfuSMC head domain. (A) Structure of the ATP-bound PfuSMC head
domain dimer (pdb 1XEX) (79). Two Mg2+-ATP molecules are sandwiched in the dimer interface. One
monomer is coloured in shades of red, the other in shades of blue, with the N-terminal half of each monomer
shown in the darker shade. Mg2+ is shown as green spheres, ATP as stick models with carbon atoms coloured
green, nitrogen blue, oxygen red, and phosphorous orange. (B) The ATPase active site of the PfuSMC head
domain in a superposition of the ATP-bound (blue; pdb 1XEX) and the nucleotide-free (grey; pdb 1XEW)
state (Mg2+-ATP shown as in (A)). Arginine 59 (stick model with carbon atoms coloured light blue and
nitrogen dark blue) forms a hydrogen bond (dashed blue line) with the ATP α-phosphate. The loop
containing R59 (“R loop”) is rearranged and partially disordered in the nucleotide-free state (indicated by the
dashed grey line).

Surprisingly, ATP binding and dimerisation do not cause major conformational changes in
the PfuSMC head domain (79), indicating that SMC proteins are not motor proteins, as had
initially been assumed due to their architectural similarity to myosin. Only a C-terminal
helix rotates upon dimerisation to accommodate the other subunit and participate in the
dimer interaction. Additionally, a surface loop containing a highly conserved arginine
residue that contacts the ATP α-phosphate is rearranged and partially disordered in the
absence of ATP (Figure 2.3B). This loop is located in the center of a basic patch on the
inner surface of the SMC head domain (that is the surface from which the coiled-coils
8
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emerge). Since the ATPase activity of condensin and prokaryotic SMC proteins is
stimulated by DNA (16,17,79,84-86), the “R loop” is a likely candidate for a DNA sensor
on the head domains. Indeed, mutation of the arginine residue does not affect basal
ATPase activity, but completely abolishes its stimulation by DNA (79). In budding yeast,
mutation of the arginine finger in both SMC1 and SMC3 leads to dramatically increased
chromosome instability (87).
The binding of the C-terminal WHD (C-WHD) of Scc1 to the S. cerevisiae SMC1
head does not induce any conformational changes in the ATPase domain (22). The Scc1
C-WHD interacts with SMC1 in such a way as to prevent neither dimerisation nor ATP
hydrolysis, although residues in the WHD recognition helix contact the Walker A motif,
suggesting that Scc1 might have a regulatory effect on SMC1 ATPase activity. In fact, the
C-terminal domain of Scc1 stimulates ATP hydrolysis at both SMC1-SMC3 active sites by
promoting ATP binding to SMC1 (88). ATP can only be hydrolysed by either active site if
it is bound to both, indicating that head domain engagement is a cooperative process driven
by ATP binding.
As mentioned above, while in eukaryotes only one kleisin subunit bridges the head
domains, prokaryotic SMC complexes contain two copies of the kleisin. Each MukB head
domain therefore binds one MukF C-WHD (81). The MukF kleisin comprises four
domains: an N-terminal WHD, a central helical domain that binds the MukE dimer, and a
flexible linker segment connecting to the C-WHD. The interaction between the MukF
C-WHD and the MukB head is similar to that between SMC1 and Scc1. However, upon
ATP-induced head domain dimerisation, steric clashes between the two bound C-WHDs
destabilise the head-WHD interaction and allow the flexible linker segment of one MukF
subunit to competitively displace the C-WHD of the other MukF molecule. This
displacement reaction is essential for the function of the MukBEF complex. It might be
required for DNA loading (chapter 2.2.5).
2.2.1.2 The SMC Hinge Domain
The central hinge domain mediates dimerisation of SMC proteins. However, its function
clearly exceeds that of a simple dimerisation domain, as it has been shown to bind DNA
(17,31,86,89) as well as proteins (39,90). In case of the Bacillus subtilis SMC (BsuSMC)
protein, ATP binding to the head domains stimulates DNA binding to the hinge domains
(31), and this in turn stimulates ATP hydrolysis by the heads (16,17,86,91). This indicates
9
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that the hinge domain is capable of transmitting structural changes along the coiled-coil
region to the head domains and vice versa. FRET analysis and atomic force microscopy
suggest that the coiled-coil can fold such that the hinge domain directly contacts the head
domains (52,92).
Structures of two bacterial SMC hinge domains have been solved to date, these
being the hinge domains of T. maritima SMC (TmaSMC) (15) and E. coli MukB (93,94)
(discussed in detail in chapter 4.1.1.4). The MukB hinge domain is substantially smaller
than that of the TmaSMC protein. Nonetheless the structures of the two hinge domains are
quite similar. Two hinge domain monomers interact with each other via two interfaces to
create a doughnut-shaped homodimer with two-fold symmetry. The coiled-coils are
formed intramolecularly and emerge from the same face of the dimer (15,93,94).
2.2.2

The Function and Mechanism of Cohesin

Sister chromatid cohesion is crucial for proper chromosome segregation in mitosis and
meiosis. Cohesion between sister chromatids enables the cell to attach sister kinetochores
to microtubules with opposing polarity and subsequently resists the tendency of these
microtubules to pull chromatids toward opposite spindle poles. An equilibrium between
these two counteracting forces leads to the alignment of chromatid pairs on the metaphase
plate (15).
Loss of cohesin function causes precocious loss of sister chromatid cohesion,
defects in the biorientation of sister chromatids during mitosis, and at least temporary
prometaphase arrest. Cohesion defects might be responsible for the high rates of meiosis I
nondisjunction displayed by oocytes from older women, leading to trisomies such as
Down’s syndrome (23). Cohesin mutations have also been implicated in the Cornelia de
Lange and Roberts/SC phocomelia genetic syndromes that cause slow growth, mental
retardation, limb defects, and other abnormalities (95).
Cohesin is the most investigated and best understood of all SMC complexes and
will therefore be discussed in some detail in the following.
2.2.2.1 Cohesin Function in Mitosis and Meiosis
While in yeast cohesin associates with chromatin near the G1-to-S phase transition (44,45),
in vertebrates it binds to chromosomes during telophase (46,51,96). Loading of cohesin
onto DNA requires the Scc2/Scc4 loading factor (47,48,97-102) which in vertebrates
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(98,99), but apparently not in yeast (103), is recruited to chromatin by components of the
prereplication complex. However, after loading, cohesin translocates along the
chromosomes away from Scc2/Scc4 and towards sites of convergent transcriptional
termination where it accumulates. Cohesin only occupies the entire length of genes if they
are silent, suggesting that the complex is pushed along chromosomes by the transcription
apparatus (104). During interphase, cohesin is dispersed every 10 – 20 kb along
chromosome arms, but is more concentrated around centromeres (105-108). The
enrichment of cohesin around centromeres depends on the CEN-sequence, proteins
associated with this sequence like the centromere-specific histone H3 variant, and central
kinetochore proteins (108-110).
Cohesion between sister chromatids is established during DNA replication
(22,103). While the chromatin association of cohesin depends on its ATPase activity (111113), establishment of cohesion does not (87). Lysine acetylation of SMC3 by an acetyl
transferase named Eco1 is required for cohesion establishment (47,87,114-117) because it
promotes the dissociation of an “antiestablishment” complex containing Pds5 and Wapl
(118,119). Eco1 and two other proteins implicated in cohesion establishment, Ctf4 and
Ctf18 (120,121), localise to replication forks (87). The DNA polymerase α-associated
protein Ctf4 recruits Ctf18. The latter is part of a special replication factor C (RFC)
complex that loads the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) DNA-sliding clamp onto
DNA (87,122). PCNA appears to be important for cohesin to be able to connect sister
chromatids as they emerge from replication forks (114).
In vertebrates, but not in yeast, most of the cohesin bound to chromosome arms
dissociates already during mitotic prophase (46,51). How and why cohesin is removed
from chromosome arms in prophase is not understood, but the process is promoted by the
phosphorylation of the Scc3 subunit by Polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1) (123-125). Condensin I
(126) and Wapl (118,127,128) are also involved in prophase cohesin removal. At
centromeres, cohesin is protected from phosphorylation by the protein shugoshin (Japanese
for protector) (129-131) that associates with protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) (132-134).
Shugoshin promotes Aurora kinase complex localisation to the pericentromeric region to
correct erroneous attachment of kinetochores. Ensuring bipolar attachment of kinetochores
might in fact be the primary role of shugoshin, and the role of cohesin protection may have
codeveloped to facilitate this process (135).
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At the metaphase-to-anaphase transition, when all chromosomes have become
bioriented, the separation of sister chromatids is triggered by the protease separase
(48,136-144). For most of the cell cycle, separase activity is blocked by interaction with its
inhibitory chaperone securin (145-149). During mitosis, the cyclin-dependent kinase 1
(Cdk1)-cyclin B complex phosphorylates and subsequently binds separase, thereby
additionally inhibiting its activity (150,151). When the spindle assembly checkpoint is
satisfied, the checkpoint protein Mad2 releases Cdc20 which in turn activates the ubiquitin
protein ligase anaphase-promoting complex (APC) (152,153). Cdc20 recruits securin and
cyclin B to the APC, leading to their ubiquitinylation and ensuing degradation, and hence
to the release of separase (145,146,154,155). The now active protease cleaves the Scc1
kleisin subunit of chromatin-bound cohesin (48,142-144,156,157), and the C-terminal Scc1
cleavage product causes the SMC heads to dissociate (112), thus irreversibly dissolving
sister chromatid cohesion and permitting chromosome segregation.
Phosphorylation of the kleisin by Plk1 enhances separase cleavage (125,158,159).
Therefore Plk1 plays a role in both cohesin removal pathways. Separase cleavage, on the
other hand, is not involved in cohesin removal during prophase (51). Indeed protection
from separase cleavage might be the reason for prophase removal, as separase only cleaves
chromatin-bound cohesin (156,157). The bulk of cohesin would thus not be destroyed in
anaphase and be ready to reassociate with chromosomes in telophase to execute its
interphase-specific functions. In yeast, on the other hand, cohesin can only reassociate with
chromosomes after the kleisin has been resynthesised.
In meiosis I, the meiosis-specific kleisin Rec8 is protected around centromeres by
meiotic shugoshin (160-165) so that the centromeres remain cohesed for the biorientation
of dyad chromosomes at meiosis II, while from chromosome arms cohesin is removed by
separase cleavage so that chiasmata can be resolved (137,166-169). Cleavage of Rec8, like
that of its mitotic counterpart, is also enhanced by phosphorylation (170) which is
counteracted by PP2A at centromeres due to shugoshin protection (171).
2.2.2.2 The Molecular Mechanism of Cohesin
Engineered cleavage of cohesin’s coiled-coil region leads to dissociation of the complex
from chromosomes and loss of sister chromatid cohesion (172). This argues that DNA is
topologically entrapped inside the cohesin ring that encircles the chromosomes. The inner
diameter of the cohesin complex is indeed wide enough to accommodate two strands of
12
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DNA even when packed into chromatin. This “embrace” model has been strengthened
further by the finding that even if cohesin is left intact, contact with DNA is lost if the
DNA is cut into a small enough piece to slide out of the ring (173).
Cohesin complexes are still loaded onto DNA after replication, but they do not
generate sister chromatid cohesion anymore (22,103). Therefore, there must be two ways
for cohesin to bind to DNA, one that binds only individual chromatids, and one that
connects sisters and is established during replication. If cohesin indeed forms a ring around
DNA, cohesion might be generated by the replication fork moving through cohesin rings.
Since the exact dimensions of the replication apparatus are unknown, it is not clear
whether this would physically be possible. Alternatively, the cohesin ring might be
temporarily opened to let the replication fork pass through, but maintained close to the fork
by special cohesion establishment factors to enable reassociation of cohesin after fork
passage (87). However, since cohesion establishment does not require ATP hydrolysis by
cohesin (87), which is necessary to open cohesin rings, the first scenario appears more
likely.
2.2.2.3 Cohesin Function in DNA Repair
The cohesin complex participates in DSB repair in mitotic (174-178) and meiotic
(57,179,180) cells. Since cohesion establishment in S phase is necessary for efficient DSB
repair in G2 (175), it was initially assumed that cohesin promotes DSB repair by
homologous recombination (HR) simply because it already connects sister chromatids.
However, cohesin is also specifically recruited to DSBs in postreplicative cells by the
Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 (MRN) complex (176,181,182) which detects DSBs and holds the
DNA ends together (18,183). Induction of a single DSB indeed leads to genome-wide
establishment of cohesion independently of DNA replication (184,185), cohesin thus
acting like a safeguard of genome integrity. DNA-damage dependent cohesion
establishment requires both de novo Eco1 activity and already existing cohesion (184,185).
DSBs induce phosphorylation of Scc1 by Chk1 kinase, which in turn activates Scc1
acetylation by Eco1. This acetylation counteracts Wapl antiestablishment activity in G2/M
phase (186,187). In contrast, in S phase Eco1 acetylates SMC3 to counteract Wapl and
allow cohesion establishment (chapter 2.2.2.1). Therefore, Eco1 has different target sites in
cohesin depending on the phase of the cell cycle.
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2.2.3

The Function and Mechanism of Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic Condensins

Mutations in the E. coli MukBEF complex give rise to anucleate cells upon cell division
(hence the name, derived from Japanese mukaku, anucleate) (32). The same phenotype was
observed with smc and scp mutants in B. subtilis (24-28), leading to the conclusion that the
prokaryotic SMC complex is required for chromosome partitioning.
The eukaryotic condensin complex has the same function. It is required, but not
solely responsible for proper chromosome condensation and segregation during cell
division (40,62,188-192). It seems to organise and maintain the chromosome scaffold
rather than actually establishing it (192,193), but how it accomplishes this function is still
unresolved.
2.2.3.1 Condensin Function in Mitosis
Condensin affects chromosome compaction, but it appears to have a structural rather than a
catalytic role, stabilising rather than establishing the compacted state of the chromatin.
Vertebrate chromosomes lacking condensin manage to compact almost normally, but
prematurely lose their organised architecture during anaphase, when Cdk levels drop –
unless the ensuing dephosphorylation of chromatin proteins is prevented (192-194). Hence,
condensin seems to be necessary for the maintenance of the condensed chromatin state
when the factors that have established it are dephosphorylated and thereby inactivated.
Condensin is part of the non-histone “chromosome scaffold” (61). Depletion of the
condensin subunit SMC2 results in mislocalisation of a number of scaffold components
and ultimately solubilisation of the entire scaffold fraction (192,195), indicating that the
chromosome scaffold is indeed a network of proteins that depends upon condensin for its
assembly. Loss of condensin also leads to uncoordinated sister kinetochore movements,
although the structure of the kinetochore itself is normal (192,194,196,197).
Whereas prokaryotic SMC proteins are recruited to replication origins
(30,198,199), in vertebrates condensin I is confined to the cytoplasm during interphase and
is loaded onto chromosomes at the end of prophase after nuclear envelope breakdown
(NEBD). Condensin II is predominantly nuclear during interphase, but does not
concentrate on chromatin until prophase either. Both condensin complexes dissociate from
chromosomes by the end of telophase (126,194,200,201). Condensin I is targeted to
chromosomes by A kinase-anchoring protein 95 (AKAP95) (202), while the tumour
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suppressor protein Rbf1 is required for condensin II loading (203). Aurora B kinase
additionally promotes chromatin loading of condensin I (191,204).
Vertebrate condensin I and II have distinct alternating patterns as well as some
regions of overlap along chromosome arms (63,194,200). Both vertebrate condensins and
yeast condensin are enriched at centromeres (63,194,200,205,206). In yeast, where
condensin remains associated with chromatin throughout the cell cycle, it colocalises with
the “cohesin loader” Scc2/Scc4 (206). The Scc2/Scc4 complex is not essential for
condensin recruitment, but it promotes its association with chromatin and is required for
chromosome condensation. Along chromosome arms, condensin is found at all RNA
polymerase III genes together with transcription factor IIIC (TFIIIC) which is required for
the recruitment of both Scc2/Scc4 and condensin. Cohesin and condensin chromatin
association patterns are largely distinct from each other. Like cohesin, condensin is
preferentially found between open reading frames (ORFs), but unlike cohesin it does not
display a preference for convergent ORFs (206). Condensin binding to chromatin is also
highly dynamic (194,201), in contrast to the rather stable binding of cohesin (207),
although there is evidence that condensin binds to DNA in two different modes, one of
which is very stable, while the other is not (208).
Like all cell cycle players, condensin is regulated by phosphorylation. In
interphase, CK2 phosphorylates condensin I and thereby inhibits condensin activity. This
inhibitory phosphorylation is removed during mitosis (209). Multiple kinases, including
Cdk1, phosphorylate condensin I in mitosis. Cdk1 phosphorylation has a stimulatory effect
on the DNA-supercoiling activity of condensin (191,210,211). The mitosis-specific
phosphorylation sites in the condensin II kleisin are dephosphorylated by PP2A in
anaphase (212).
Condensin II is required for chromosome condensation in early prophase, whereas
condensin I appears to be dispensable at this stage. In contrast, condensin I is required for
chromosome shortening and for normal timing of progression through prometaphase and
metaphase, while condensin II is not necessary for these processes. After depletion of both
condensin complexes, the onset of chromosome condensation is delayed until the end of
prophase, but is then initiated rapidly before NEBD (126,194,200). Depletion of
condensin I also results in a different chromosome appearance than depletion of condensin
II (63), showing that condensin II and I associate with chromosomes sequentially and have
distinct functions in mitotic chromosome assembly.
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2.2.3.2 The Molecular Mechanism of Condensin
Condensin might not encircle chromosomes, but rather interact with DNA via its hinge
domain. Unlike cohesin, condensin does not appear as a ring in electron micrographs, but
instead forms a lollipop-like structure with both arms juxtaposed (21), and it has been
observed sitting on DNA with its hinge domain (92). In contrast to cohesin, engineered
cleavage of condensin arms did not release the complex from chromatin (195). However,
condensin appears to be able to bind to DNA in two different modes in vitro, one that is
salt-resistant, and one that is not (208). In vitro, the non-SMC subunits prevent DNA
binding and reshaping by the SMC complex (31,36), whereas in vivo the non-SMC
subcomplex stimulates SMC-induced chromatin compaction and is required for stable
chromatin binding (64,213,214). These results are consistent with the non-SMC subunits
blocking DNA entry into the SMC ring, but then locking the DNA-bound state once it has
been established, possibly with the help of loading complexes.
ATP binding, but not hydrolysis, is required for the stable association of condensin
with mitotic chromosomes in vertebrates (195), and for stable DNA binding by BsuSMC
(31,86,91), whereas cohesin needs to bind and hydrolyse ATP (111-113). Possibly the
head domain ATPase cycle is required for interaction with neighbouring condensin
complexes, rather than for head domain engagement within the complex, to create a
higher-order structure. With BsuSMC, intermolecular protein interactions are indeed
detectable in the presence of DNA (16,31,86,91), and prokaryotic SMC proteins can form
multimeric assemblies in vitro (30,35). To further support this hypothesis, a study with
MukB demonstrated that DNA condensation occurs in a highly cooperative manner and
results in the formation of large condensin clusters that can further interact with each other.
ATP is required for the nucleation of these clusters, but not for their propagation (215).
Both prokaryotic and eukaryotic condensins have been shown to reshape and
condense DNA in vitro, but results are conflicting as to whether this reshaping activity
requires ATP hydrolysis or the non-SMC subunits (36,64,84,191,208,215-221). Condensin
introduces positive supercoils into DNA in the presence of a type I topoisomerase, while
producing positive trefoil knots in the presence of a type II topoisomerase. In singlemolecule experiments, DNA can be reversibly compacted by condensin. Both during
condensation and decondensation the step sizes are of variable length, indicating that
condensin traps loops along the DNA (215,219).
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The chromosome compaction and segregation defect of mukB or smc mutants can
be suppressed by mutating or lowering the expression of the topoisomerase I gene
(222,223), or by increasing the expression of topoisomerase IV (224). Smc mutant cells are
also hypersensitive to inhibition of gyrase (223). Gyrase and topoisomerase IV increase the
amount of negative supercoiling, while topoisomerase I lowers it. Hence condensin must
somehow affect the formation of negative supercoils. It most likely does so by constraining
the movement of DNA loops, leading to a torsion in the DNA that translates into negative
supercoiling.
In conclusion, the currently available data indicate that condensin compacts DNA
by stabilising DNA loops, acting as a “macromolecular clamp”.
2.2.3.3 Condensin Function in DNA Repair
Studies in yeast have implied that condensin has an interphase-specific function in DNA
repair, but they have not clarified which DNA repair pathway is affected (90,225). There
are, however, indications that condensin is involved in DNA single-strand break (SSB)
repair in higher eukaryotes (226). Human condensin I was shown to interact in an
interphase-specific manner with the DNA nick-sensor poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1
(PARP1), and this interaction increased upon SSB damage induction. While nuclear
retention of condensin was enhanced in the presence of SSBs, this was not the case for
cohesin. Depletion of condensin I compromised SSB, but not DSB repair.
PARP1 detects SSBs and in response modifies itself, chromosomal and repair
proteins with poly(ADP-ribose) (227). XRCC1 binds to poly(ADP-ribose) and provides a
scaffold for the repair proteins. The DNA ends at a break site are usually damaged and
have to be processed before the gaps can be filled and ligated. There are numerous types of
damaged DNA ends, including 3’-phosphate and 5’-hydroxyl ends which are repaired by
phosphatases and kinases, respectively. Other damaged ends are generally removed by
endonucleases such as APE1, or the lyase activity of DNA polymerase β. The resulting
single-nucleotide gaps are then repaired by the short-patch base-excision repair (BER)
pathway, employing DNA polymerase β and DNA ligase IIIα. If the damage is too
complicated to be removed directly, it is simply displaced by the polymerase in long-patch
BER. This pathway requires the action of DNA polymerase δ/ε, flap endonuclease 1
(FEN1), and DNA ligase I, and is additionally stimulated by PARP1 and PCNA. The
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polymerase fills in up to twelve nucleotides past the gap, and FEN1 then removes the
displaced nucleotides, including the actual damage (227).
In addition to its interaction with PARP1, upon SSB damage induction condensin
was found to interact with the scaffold protein XRCC1 as well as FEN1 and DNA
polymerase δ/ε (226), indicating it is involved in long-patch BER.
The interaction between condensin and PARP1 was particularly strong in S phase,
suggesting a function of condensin also in normal DNA replication (226). Indeed,
condensin was found to accumulate at stalled replication forks in budding yeast (206), and
was shown to be required for the replication checkpoint response after stalling replication
by hydroxyurea treatment in fission yeast (225). Since it is not known whether condensin
is also found at moving replication forks, its presence at stalled forks might either be due to
its DNA repair function, or a function in undisturbed DNA replication.
2.2.4

The Function and Mechanism of the SMC5-SMC6 Complex

Due to its divergence from the other SMC proteins, the SMC5-SMC6 complex was the last
SMC complex to be identified (65). To date, its precise function remains enigmatic. It is
involved in several DNA repair pathways (65,66,68,69,71,77,78,228-233) and plays a role
in resolving recombination intermediates during DNA repair and in meiosis
(69,71,74,77,232-238).
Loading of the SMC5-SMC6 complex onto chromosomes occurs during DNA
replication and requires the Scc2/Scc4 loading complex (239,240). At least in vertebrates
the SMC5-SMC6 complex dissociates from chromatin again during mitosis (67,240). The
complex concentrates at centromeres, telomeres and rDNA arrays, and colocalises with
cohesin in intergenic regions (233,237,239). At rDNA arrays it appears to be required for
efficient replication and consequently their correct segregation in mitosis (237,241).
The SMC5-SMC6 complex is recruited to DSBs by Mre11 and in turn recruits
cohesin to the break site to promote recombination with the sister chromatid
(239,242,243). The sumoylation activity of Nse2 is required for recruitment of both the
SMC5-SMC6 complex and cohesin to DSBs, and Nse2 was shown to sumoylate several
subunits of the SMC5-SMC6 complex (73,77,78) as well as the cohesin subunits Scc1 and
Scc3 (243). Yet it is unclear whether the SMC5-SMC6 complex recruits cohesin directly
or via other proteins, and it is also unclear if it directly facilitates sister chromatid
recombination or does so only because it recruits cohesin. However, the SMC5-SMC6
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complex also seems to control the localisation of DSBs and telomeres (73,241,244). Nse2
sumoylates telomere binding proteins in both yeast and human (73,244). This activity
slows senescence in yeast by preventing aberrant recombination between sister telomeres
(245). Relocalisation of break sites and telomeres might in fact promote accurate repair or
telomere maintenance, respectively, simply by removing them from partially homologous
sequences whose use as templates for recombination would lead to mutations.
2.2.5

The DNA-Loading Mechanism of SMC Complexes

If SMC complexes indeed encircle DNA, how does DNA enter the ring?
Cohesin needs to bind and hydrolyse ATP to stably associate with chromatin (111113), whereas vertebrate condensin and BsuSMC only need to bind ATP (31,86,91,195).
However, ATP-dependent head domain engagement (31) as well as their temporary
disengagement (86) are required for stable DNA binding by BsuSMC. DNA stimulates the
ATPase activity of condensin and prokaryotic SMC proteins (16,17,79,84,86,91). A DNA
sensor loop on the PfuSMC head domain is required for DNA stimulation of ATP
hydrolysis (79). In the BsuSMC protein, ATP binding to the head domains stimulates DNA
binding to the hinge domains (31), and this in turn stimulates ATP hydrolysis by the head
domains (16,17,86,91). These observations suggest that in the presence of DNA, the SMC
ring is opened at the head domains by ATP hydrolysis, and closes again once the DNA has
been encircled.
An opposing line of evidence suggests that DNA enters the SMC ring through the
hinge domain (246). It was found that linking the hinge domains of budding yeast cohesin
prevented its association with chromosomes, whereas linking the kleisin Scc1 to either or
both head domains did not. However, these results were obtained by artificially fusing and
crosslinking subunits of the cohesin complex and can therefore not be interpreted
unambiguously.
With the available evidence, two opposing mechanisms for loading of SMC
complexes onto DNA can be envisioned. The hinge-opening model (Figure 2.4A) is based
entirely on the genetic engineering data of budding yeast cohesin (246). According to this
model, the SMC complex first associates with DNA via its hinge domain. The hinge-hinge
interface then opens and closes again once the DNA has passed through, thus trapping the
DNA in the SMC ring.
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Figure 2.4. Models for the DNA-loading mechanism of SMC complexes. (A) Hinge-opening model,
based on a study of budding yeast cohesin (246). The hinge domain mediates an initial interaction with the
DNA and then opens up to let the DNA pass into the SMC ring. Because the hinge domain has two dimer
interfaces, and the dimer interaction is very strong, it is more probable that the interfaces disengage
sequentially. How this process would be coupled to the ATPase cycle of the head domains is unclear.
(B) Head-opening model, based mostly on studies of BsuSMC (86). The hinge domain initially binds DNA
in a loose, “sitting” mode. This stimulates ATP hydrolysis by the head domains so that they disengage, and
the hinge domain can interact with DNA in a tighter “hooking” mode. The DNA passes between the head
domains into the SMC ring, and the heads reengage after renewed ATP binding. The kleisin subunit
suppresses ATP hydrolysis by BsuSMC and could therefore be envisioned to lock the DNA-bound state.
Figure adapted from reference (247).
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Hinge opening is anticipated to be coupled to the hinge-DNA interaction and to the
ATPase cycle of the head domains, but it is unclear how this might be achieved
mechanistically. Since the hinge-hinge interaction is very tight and mediated by two
interfaces (15), it is more likely that the interfaces disengage and reengage sequentially.
In the second model, the hinge domain also plays a crucial role (Figure 2.4B). It
interacts with DNA in two distinct modes (86). The initial loose, “sitting” mode of DNA
binding stimulates ATP hydrolysis by the head domains so that they disengage. This
promotes the tighter “hooking” mode of DNA binding via the hinge domain. The DNA
enters the SMC ring through the interface between the two head domains that reengage
after renewed ATP binding. The kleisin subunit ScpA suppresses ATP hydrolysis by
BsuSMC (31). If the kleisin associated with the SMC complex only after it has been
loaded onto DNA, it might thus inhibit dissociation of the complex from DNA. The Scc1
kleisin subunit of yeast cohesin and the bacterial MukEF complex, however, stimulate the
ATPase activity of their respective SMC head domain partners (81,88). In this case, ATP
hydrolysis might lead to a temporary disconnection of the kleisin subunit from the SMC
heads that would be necessary for an opening of the ring. This scenario is supported by the
findings that one of the two bound MukF C-WHDs is forced to detach from the MukB
dimer upon ATP-mediated head domain engagement (81), and that only “unsaturated”
MukBEF complexes (i.e. complexes with only one MukE2F bound) are stable and able to
bind DNA (36). Possibly the Scc2/Scc4 complex is required for DNA loading of cohesin
because it promotes disconnection of the kleisin (111). Acetylation of SMC3 by Eco1
might inhibit renewed ATP binding or interaction with Scc2/Scc4, thus preventing
dissociation of cohesin from chromatin (113).

2.3 Objectives
Whichever of the two DNA-loading models presented above is correct – if any –, it is
obvious that the hinge domain plays a crucial role in the loading process. The hinge
domain is clearly much more than just a simple dimerisation domain. Its DNA-binding
activity is assumed to be essential for DNA loading of SMC proteins. However, there is
evidence that – at least the prokaryotic – SMC hinge domains preferentially bind singlestranded DNA (ssDNA) rather than double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) (17,31,86,91). Since
this activity is difficult to explain, it has so far been regarded as irrelevant for the
physiological function of the SMC hinge domain.
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Therefore the aim of this work was to analyse both prokaryotic and eukaryotic
SMC hinge domains, and specifically their DNA-binding activity, in more detail. Because
SMC proteins are such ancient proteins that have evolved to fulfil diverse cellular
functions while maintaining a common architecture and high sequence similarity,
comparison between hinge domains from different domains of life should also yield further
insight into their evolution.
To this end, the hinge domains of the PfuSMC protein and of mouse condensin
(mSMC2-mSMC4) were characterised structurally and biochemically. High-resolution
crystal structures were combined with small-angle X-ray scattering data to clearly define
the conformation of SMC hinge domains in solution. To learn more about the function of
the DNA-binding activity of SMC hinge domains, this activity was analysed in detail both
qualitatively as well as quantitatively.
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Materials
All chemicals used in this work were of the highest available grade obtained from Carl
Roth, Merck, or Sigma-Aldrich, unless otherwise stated. Crystallisation screens and tools
were from Hampton Research, NeXtal (QIAGEN), and Jena Bioscience. Oligonucleotide
primers for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) were obtained in “high purity salt free”
(HPSF®) form from Eurofins MWG Operon. RP-HPLC purified oligonucleotides for
DNA-binding assays and crystallisation of protein-DNA complexes were purchased from
Thermo Scientific. Enzymes for molecular biology were obtained from Fermentas,
Finnzymes, or New England Biolabs.

3.2 Molecular Biology Methods
Common molecular biology procedures such as PCR, cleavage of phosphodiester bonds in
DNA by restriction endonucleases, dephosphorylation of DNA ends by alkaline
phosphatase, ligation of DNA ends, and separation of DNA fragments by agarose gel
electrophoresis were carried out following standard protocols (248). Commercially
available kits and enzymes were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Plasmid DNA was prepared using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (QIAGEN). The
QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN) was used to extract DNA from agarose gels.
Whenever there were no undesired DNA molecules present in the sample, the QIAquick
PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN) was utilised to purify DNA. DNA sequencing was carried
out by Eurofins MWG Operon.
3.2.1

Cloning and Site-Directed Mutagenesis

Constructs of SMC hinge domains for recombinant expression in E. coli were designed
with the help of multiple sequence alignments of SMC proteins from various species
generated with MultAlin or ClustalW2 (249,250), as well as coiled-coil predictions
calculated by the COILS server (251), and secondary and tertiary structure predictions
created by PSIPRED (252,253) and 3D-Jigsaw (254-256), respectively.
Oligonucleotide primers for PCR were designed with the help of GeneRunner
(http://www.generunner.net/) and OligoCalc (257). PCR primers contained restriction sites
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and, if desired, additional sequences encoding affinity tags for use in protein purification
(Table 3.1).
Table 3.1. Oligonucleotide primers used for cloning and site-directed mutagenesis. Sequences are given
in 5’-3’ direction. The first sequence of each pair is the forward primer, the second the reverse primer.
Recognition sites of restriction endonucleases are underlined. Bold nucleotides correspond to added
sequences encoding affinity tags or stop codons, red nucleotides correspond to mutated codons. PfuSMC,
P. furiosus SMC; mSMC, mouse SMC; aa, amino acid; N-Strep II, N-terminal Strep II tag.
Amplified gene
fragment/ mutation
PfuSMC aa 488-667
mSMC2 aa 492-680
+ N-Strep II
mSMC2 aa 506-666
mSMC4 aa 581-766
mSMC4 aa 595-752
PfuSMC K565E
PfuSMC K605E
mSMC2 K566E
mSMC2 K613E
mSMC4 K657E
mSMC4 K698E

Sequence

Restriction
site

GGAATTCCATATGGAGTTAGAATCCTCAGAGAGA

NdeI

CCGCTCGAGCCTAAGTTTCGTTGTATCTACTG
GGAATTCCATATGTGGAGCCACCCGCAGTTCGAAAAGCTAAAAG
GAAAACATGAAGCT
GGAATTCTCATTCTTGAAACTTGGTTAAAATC

XhoI

GGTATACCATATGCTTCAATTTGCTTACAAGGAC

NdeI

NdeI
EcoRI

CGAATTCTCAACCTCCACTCAATGTTCCATG

EcoRI

CATGCCATGGTTGAAGAAGCAAAGAGTTC

NcoI

CCGCTCGAGGATAACCGAAGAGCCCA

XhoI

CATGCCATGGGGAAAGTACTTGATGCAATAATTC

NcoI

CCGCTCGAGACCGCCACTCATTGTACC

XhoI

CTGAAAAGGCGATAGAATACTTGAAGGAGC
GCTCCTTCAAGTATTCTATCGCCTTTTCAG
GAGTATGATCAAGAAATAGAGAATGCTG
CAGCATTCTCTATTTCTTGATCATACTC
GAAGCTACTAGAAGAGGGGGAGTTGAAG
CTTCAACTCCCCCTCTTCTAGTAGCTTC
CTTTCCTTAGTTGACTATGAACCAGAACTTC
GAAGTTCTGGTTCATAGTCAACTAAGGAAAG
GTGTAAACTTCCTTGAAAAGCATAATATTGG
CCAATATTATGCTTTTCAAGGAAGTTTACAC
GATCTAGTTAAAGTGGAAAATGAGGAAATCCGCC
GGCGGATTTCCTCATTTTCCACTTTAACTAGATC

The DNA fragments encoding the desired SMC hinge domain constructs were amplified
from plasmids containing the sequences of interest (Table 3.2) using the Phusion® Flash
High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (Finnzymes) and cloned into the pET-21b vector
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(Novagen). For heterodimeric SMC hinge domains, the DNA fragments were sequentially
inserted into a modified bicistronic version of pET-21b (see Figure 7.1 for a map of this
vector and Figure 7.2 for a depiction of the multiple cloning site).
Table 3.2. Plasmids containing full-length genes that were used as templates for the amplification of
desired DNA fragments. Image plasmids are full-length cDNA clones.
Name

Vector

Gene

Obtained from

pPfuSMC

pET-21b

P. furiosus smc

Alfred Lammens

image ID 30543190

pYX-Asc

mouse smc2

imaGenes

image ID 6841276

pYX-Asc

mouse smc4

imaGenes

Point mutations were introduced into the vectors by site-directed mutagenesis following
the QuikChange protocol (Stratagene), but employing the Phusion® Flash High-Fidelity
PCR Master Mix (Finnzymes).
All constructs were verified by DNA sequencing. Constructs that were expressed and
purified successfully and analysed further are listed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. Expression plasmids of SMC hinge domain constructs. PfuSMC, P. furiosus SMC; mSMC,
mouse SMC; aa, amino acid; wt, wild-type; C-His6, C-terminal hexahistidine tag; N-Strep II, N-terminal
Strep II tag.
Name

Encoded fragment

pPfuSMCh

PfuSMC aa 488-667 wt

Tag

Vector

NdeI/XhoI

C-His6

pET-21b

K565E

pPfuSMCh

PfuSMC aa 488-667 K E

NdeI/XhoI

C-His6

pET-21b

pPfuSMChK605E

PfuSMC aa 488-667 K605E

NdeI/XhoI

C-His6

pET-21b

mSMC2 aa 492-680 wt

NdeI/EcoRI

N-Strep II

mSMC4 aa 581-766 wt

NcoI/XhoI

C-His6

bicistronic
pET-21b

mSMC2 aa 492-680 K E

NdeI/EcoRI

N-Strep II

mSMC4 aa 581-766 wt

NcoI/XhoI

C-His6

mSMC2 aa 492-680 K566E

NdeI/EcoRI

N-Strep II

mSMC4 aa 581-766 K E

NcoI/XhoI

C-His6

mSMC2 aa 492-680 K613E

NdeI/EcoRI

N-Strep II

mSMC4 aa 581-766 K E

NcoI/XhoI

C-His6

bicistronic
pET-21b

mSMC2 aa 506-666 wt

NdeI/EcoRI

mSMC4 aa 595-752 wt

NcoI/XhoI

C-His6

bicistronic
pET-21b

pmSMC2h4h-l

565

Restriction sites

566

pmSMC2hK566E4h-l
pmSMC2hK566E4hK657E-l
pmSMC2hK613E4hK698E-l
pmSMC2h4h-s

657

698

bicistronic
pET-21b
bicistronic
pET-21b
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3.3 Microbiology Methods
3.3.1

Transformation of E. coli

The E. coli strains used in this study are listed in Table 3.4. Chemically competent cells
were prepared according to Hanahan (258). Cultures were grown in 200 ml LB medium
supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics (Table 3.5) at 37°C to an optical density at
600 nm (OD600) of ~0.5. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in 30 ml of
cold TfBI (Table 3.6), incubated on ice for 10 min, again pelleted by centrifugation and
resuspended in 4 ml of cold TfBII (Table 3.6). The cells were aliquoted (75 μl), flash
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C.
For transformation, ~100 ng of ligated DNA or 10 ng of plasmid DNA were added
to 75 µl of competent cells and incubated on ice for 20 min. The cells were heat-shocked at
42°C for 30 s, cooled down on ice for 2 min, and after addition of 900 µl of LB medium,
the cells were incubated for 45 – 60 min at 37°C under mild shaking. If a ligation reaction
was transformed, the entire cell suspension was centrifuged briefly, most of the
supernatant was removed, and the cell pellet was resuspended in the remaining medium
and plated on LB-agar plates containing the appropriate antibiotics. If plasmid DNA was
transformed, only 100 – 200 µl of the cell suspension were plated. The agar plates were
incubated at 37°C overnight.
Table 3.4. E. coli strains used for cloning and recombinant protein production. The XL1-Blue strain was
used for cloning, the Rosetta strains and the B834 strain were used for the production of native and
selenomethionine-labelled proteins, respectively.
Strain

Genotype

Obtained from

XL1-Blue

recA1 endA1 gyrA96 thi-1 hsdR17 supE44 relA1 lac
[F' proAB lacIqZ∆M15 Tn10 (TetR)]

Stratagene

Rosetta (DE3)

F ompT hsdSB(rB mB ) gal dcm (DE3) pRARE (CamR)

Rosetta 2 (DE3)

F ompT hsdSB(rB mB ) gal dcm (DE3) pRARE2
(CamR)

B834 (DE3) + pRARE

F ompT hsdSB(rB mB ) gal dcm met (DE3) pRARE
(CamR)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Novagen
Novagen
Novagen
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Table 3.5. Composition of LB medium (259) and antibiotic and IPTG stock solutions to be added to the
medium in 1000-fold dilution. The recipe is for 1 L of medium. Agar was added to the medium to prepare
LB-agar plates.
LB medium

Stock solutions

Bacto-tryptone

10 g

ampicillin

100 mg/ml

in water

yeast extract

5g

kanamycin

50 mg/ml

in water

NaCl

5g

chloramphenicol

34 mg/ml

in ethanol

tetracycline

10 mg/ml

in ethanol

2 M NaOH

1.3 ml

± agar

15 g

IPTG

0.5 M

in water

Table 3.6. Buffers for the preparation of chemically competent E. coli cells.
TfBI

TfBII

30 mM

potassium acetate

10 mM

MOPS

KCl

10 mM

KCl

50 mM

MnCl2

75 mM

CaCl2

10 mM

CaCl2

15% (v/v)

100 mM

15% (v/v)
pH 5.8

3.3.2

glycerol

pH 7.0

glycerol
adjusted with NaOH

adjusted with acetic acid

Recombinant Protein Production in E. coli

Proteins were produced recombinantly in E. coli Rosetta (DE3) or E. coli Rosetta 2 (DE3)
(Novagen) in shaking cultures. For large scale expression, 3 L of LB medium
supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics (Table 3.5) were inoculated 1:100 with an
overnight culture in LB medium of the strain harbouring the expression vector. Cultures
were grown at 37°C to an OD600 of ~0.7 – 0.8.
For the PfuSMC hinge domain constructs, expression of the recombinant gene was
then induced with 0.5 mM IPTG (Table 3.5) and allowed to proceed for 5 h at 37°C.
For the mouse condensin hinge domain constructs, having reached an OD600 of
~0.7 – 0.8, cultures were cooled down to 18°C before expression was induced with
0.5 mM IPTG (Table 3.5) and allowed to proceed for 20 h at 18°C.
Cells were harvested by centrifugation, and the cell pellets were stored at -20°C
until further use.
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To obtain selenomethionine-labelled protein, constructs were expressed in the
methionine auxotrophic strain E. coli B834 (DE3) additionally containing the pRARE
plasmid (Novagen). 2.2 L of LeMaster’s medium (Table 3.7) supplemented with the
appropriate antibiotics and L-selenomethionine (45 mg/L; Calbiochem) were inoculated
1:100 with an overnight culture in LB medium of the methionine auxotrophic strain
harbouring the expression vector. Expression was carried out as for the native proteins.
Table 3.7. Composition of LeMaster’s medium (260). Solution A was autoclaved and combined with
filter-sterilised solution B. The pH was adjusted to 7.5 with 10 M NaOH or concentrated HCl. 100 mg of
L-selenomethionine (Calbiochem) were added per 2.2 L of medium.
Autoclavable solution A (g/2000 ml)
L-alanine

1.000

L-serine

4.166

L-arginine hydrochloride

1.160

L-threonine

0.460

L-aspartic acid

0.800

L-tyrosine

0.340

L-cysteine

0.066

L-valine

0.460

L-glutamic acid

1.500

adenine

1.000

L-glutamine

0.666

guanosine

1.340

L-glycine

1.080

thymine

0.340

L-histidine

0.120

uracil

1.000

L-isoleucine

0.460

sodium acetate

3.000

L-leucine

0.460

succinic acid

3.000

L-lysine hydrochloride

0.840

ammonium chloride

1.500

L-phenylalanine

0.266

sodium hydroxide

1.700

L-proline

0.200

dibasic potassium phosphate

21.000

Non-autoclavable solution B (200 ml)
glucose
magnesium sulfate heptahydrate

20.0 g
0.5 g

iron sulfate

8.4 mg

sulfuric acid (concentrated)

16.0 µl

thiamin

10.0 mg
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3.4 Protein Biochemistry Methods
3.4.1

Purification of Recombinant Proteins

The PfuSMC hinge domain constructs were purified using heat denaturation of
contaminating proteins, nickel chelate affinity chromatography and gel filtration. All
purification steps were carried out at 8°C or on ice except for the affinity chromatography
which was performed at room temperature. Cells from 2 – 3 L of culture were resuspended
in buffer A (Table 3.8) and lysed by sonication. The lysate was incubated at 70°C for
10 min, then cleared by centrifugation, and applied to a gravity flow column containing
Ni-NTA agarose beads (QIAGEN) equilibrated in buffer A. The beads were washed
extensively with buffer A before protein was eluted with buffer B (Table 3.8). The eluate
was concentrated in centrifugal filter units (Amicon Ultra, 10 000 MWCO, Millipore) and
applied to a Superdex 200 pg 26/60 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in
buffer C (Table 3.8). Fractions containing only the homodimeric PfuSMC hinge domain
were pooled, and the protein was concentrated to 50 – 100 mg/ml. Protein concentration
was determined using a calculated extinction coefficient at 280 nm (261). The purification
process was monitored by SDS-PAGE (chapter 3.4.2). Concentrated protein was aliquoted,
flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until further use. Selenomethioninelabelled protein was purified analogously with the addition of 1 mM DTT to all buffers.
TCEP was added to the concentrated protein to a final concentration of 1 mM to prevent
oxidation of the selenomethionine residues.
Table 3.8. Buffers for protein purification.
Buffer A
25 mM
300 mM
20 mM

Buffer B
Tris-HCl pH 8.0

25 mM

Buffer C
Tris-HCl pH 8.0

5 mM

Tris-HCl pH 8.0

NaCl

300 mM

NaCl

100 mM

NaCl

imidazole

250 mM

imidazole

0.1 mM

EDTA

The mouse condensin hinge domain constructs were purified according to the same
protocol as the PfuSMC hinge domain, but omitting the heat denaturation step. All
purification steps were carried out at 8°C or on ice. Fractions from the gel filtration that
contained only the heterodimeric SMC2-SMC4 hinge domain were pooled and
concentrated to 30 – 40 mg/ml.
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3.4.2

Denaturing Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)

Protein samples were analysed by SDS-PAGE according to Laemmli (262) using the
vertical Mini-PROTEAN 3 System (BioRad). Depending on the molecular weight of the
protein of interest, 1 mm thick gels containing 15% or 20% acrylamide in the separating
gel were used. Before loading, samples were denatured in a reducing sample buffer by
heating at 95°C for 5 min. Electrophoresis was performed at 200 – 250 V in running
buffer. Gels were stained with a Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 (Carl Roth) solution and
destained with deionised water. Gel and buffer compositions are listed in Table 3.9.
Table 3.9. Composition of denaturing polyacrylamide gels and the buffers and solutions required for
SDS-PAGE. The volumes given are for one gel.
stacking gel

1.2 ml

3 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 0.4% (w/v) SDS

0.6 ml

30% acrylamide-bisacrylamide 37.5:1

3 ml

15% acrylamide separating gel

20% acrylamide separating gel

4x sample buffer

1x running buffer

staining solution

water

4.8 µl

TEMED

48 µl

10% (w/v) APS

3 ml

3 M Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 0.4% (w/v) SDS

6 ml

30% acrylamide-bisacrylamide 37.5:1

3 ml

water

6 µl

TEMED

78 µl

10% (w/v) APS

3 ml

3 M Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 0.4% (w/v) SDS

8 ml

30% acrylamide-bisacrylamide 37.5:1

1 ml

water

6 µl

TEMED

78 µl

10% (w/v) APS

110 mM

Tris-HCl pH 6.8

16% (v/v)

glycerol

4% (w/v)

SDS

5% (v/v)

β-mercaptoethanol

0.6% (w/v)

bromophenol blue

192 mM

glycine

25 mM

Tris

0.1% (w/v)

SDS

7% (v/v)
50% (v/v)
0.2% (w/v)

acetic acid
ethanol
Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250
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3.4.3

Analytical Size Exclusion Chromatography

In order to determine the oligomeric state and homogeneity of purified proteins, they were
subjected to analytical gel filtration on a Superdex 200 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare)
in buffer C (Table 3.8). The column was calibrated with Gel Filtration Standard (BioRad)
in the same buffer.
3.4.4

Dynamic Light Scattering Analysis

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was employed to measure the hydrodynamic radius and
particle size distribution of protein samples. The protein solution was diluted to a
concentration of 1 – 10 mg/ml and centrifuged for 5 min at 4°C and 13 200 rpm in an
eppendorf 5415R centrifuge. A sample of 70 µl was transferred into a fluorescence ultramicro cuvette (3×3 mm light path, type 105.251-QS, Hellma). DLS was measured in a
Viscotek 802 DLS instrument. Ten measurements of 4 s each were conducted at 20°C. The
OmniSIZE 3.0 software was used for instrument control and data analysis.

3.5 Structural Biology Methods
3.5.1

Background

The following chapter will briefly outline the fundamentals of X-ray crystallography and
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). A detailed description of the underlying theory
would go far beyond the scope of this text and can be found elsewhere (263-266).
Both X-ray crystallography and SAXS exploit coherent (Thomson) scattering of
X-rays: electrons oscillating in the electric field of an X-ray beam emit X-rays with the
same wavelength as the incident beam, but 180° out of phase. In both cases, a collimated,
monochromatic X-ray beam irradiates a sample, and the intensity of the X-rays that are
scattered by the electrons in the sample is measured. The fundamental difference between
X-ray crystallography and solution scattering lies in the relative organisation of the target
molecules. In X-ray crystallography, the molecules are highly ordered within a crystal
lattice. Diffraction from the crystal gives rise to discrete diffraction maxima that are caused
by the convolution of the crystal lattice onto the continuous transform due to the atomic
positions and that retain information about the specific orientations in the molecule. In
solution scattering, on the other hand, the signals from all orientations of the target
molecules relative to one another and the experimental apparatus are averaged.
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Crystallography therefore provides significantly more information than SAXS, allowing
structure determination to atomic resolution, whereas the maximum resolution of SAXS is
50 – 10 Å. However, crystallography requires diffraction-quality crystals that can often not
be obtained. Moreover, crystal packing can force the macromolecules into nonphysiological conformations. Therefore SAXS is best used as a complementary technique
to X-ray crystallography – to ensure that the conformation captured in the crystal is the
same that is adopted by the macromolecule in solution, or to obtain solution envelopes of
complexes that fail to crystallise into which the crystal structures of their single
components can then be docked.
3.5.2

X-ray Crystallography

3.5.2.1 Crystallisation
Proteins were crystallised by vapour diffusion at 20°C. Initial hits were obtained in
commercial 96-well format sitting-drop screens. The Matrix Hydra II 96-channel
microdispenser (Thermo Scientific) was used to dispense both the reservoir solution and
the drops. The reservoir contained 50 µl solution, and drops were mixed from equal
volumes of reservoir solution and protein (0.2+0.2 or 0.5+0.5 µl). The initial crystallisation
conditions

were

optimised

manually,

originally

with

native

and

then

with

selenomethionine-labelled protein, in 24-well hanging-drop plates containing 300 µl
reservoir solution with 2+2 µl drops. To optimise crystals, the composition of the reservoir
solution as well as the precipitant and protein concentration were varied.
The refined crystallisation condition for the PfuSMC hinge domain contained
1.8 M ammonium sulphate, 0.2 M potassium-sodium tartrate, and 0.1 M trisodium citrate
pH 6.0. The optimum protein concentration for crystal growth was 30 mg/ml. Crystals of a
maximum size of ~0.4 × 0.2 × 0.2 mm appeared within two to three days. Cryoprotection
was achieved by briefly soaking crystals in mother liquor supplemented with 15% (v/v)
D(-)-2,3-butane diol, following which the crystals were immediately flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen.
The best crystals of the short mouse condensin hinge domain construct
mSMC2h4h-s were obtained in 15% (w/v) PEG 4000, 5% (v/v) isopropanol, 20% (v/v)
glycerol, and 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5, with a protein concentration of 40 mg/ml. Crystals
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of a maximum size of ~0.5 × 0.2 × 0.1 mm appeared within one day. For data collection,
crystals were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen without additional cryoprotection.
3.5.2.2 Data Collection
Data were collected at beamline PXI of the Swiss Light Source (SLS, Villigen,
Switzerland) with the PILATUS hybrid pixel array detector. MOSFLM (267) was used to
determine the optimum data collection strategy in order to achieve high redundancy and
completeness. A fluorescence scan was performed with the selenomethionine-labelled
protein crystals prior to data collection to determine the optimum wavelengths for the
anomalous dispersion experiments.
3.5.2.3 Structure Determination, Model Building and Refinement
The crystals of the PfuSMC hinge domain belong to space group C2221 and contain two
molecules in the asymmetric unit (see Table 4.1 for crystallographic data, phasing and
refinement statistics). The structure was determined by multiple wavelength anomalous
dispersion (MAD) phasing. Data were indexed and integrated using the XDS package
(268). Phases were calculated with AutoSHARP (269). One chain was built manually in
Coot (270), and the second chain was then generated by molecular replacement using
Phaser (271,272). The model was refined against the high remote wavelength dataset of the
selenomethionine derivative. Non-crystallographic symmetry restraints were only applied
in the first stages of refinement because the two chains present in the asymmetric unit are
not completely identical. Initial refinement was carried out with CNS (273), followed by
several rounds of refinement with phenix.refine (274) and rebuilding in Coot. Refinement
included simulated annealing in initial cycles, individual atomic coordinate and isotropic
B factor refinement, and bulk solvent corrections. Solvent molecules were added with
phenix.refine and manually. The Rfree factor was calculated from 10% of the data which
were removed at random before the structure was refined. The structure was validated
using MolProbity (275), RAMPAGE (276), and PROCHECK (277). The electrostatic
surface potential was calculated with the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (APBS)
(278). All figures were prepared with PyMOL (279). Coordinates and structure factors
were deposited at the Protein Data Bank (PDB) with accession number 3NWC.
The short construct of the mouse condensin hinge domain mSMC2h4h-s
crystallised in space group P21. The crystals contain one molecule each of the SMC2 and
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SMC4 subunits in the asymmetric unit (see Table 4.2 for crystallographic data, phasing
and refinement statistics). The structure was determined by single wavelength anomalous
dispersion (SAD) phasing from a peak wavelength dataset of the selenomethioninelabelled protein crystals. The XDS package (268) was used to index and integrate the data.
Phases were calculated with AutoSHARP (269). The model was largely automatically built
with ARP/wARP (271,280,281) and completed by manual model building in Coot (270).
Initial refinement was carried out with CNS (273), followed by several rounds of
refinement with phenix.refine (274) and rebuilding in Coot. Refinement included
simulated annealing in initial cycles, individual atomic coordinate and anisotropic B factor
refinement, and bulk solvent corrections. Solvent molecules were added with phenix.refine
and manually. The Rfree factor was calculated from 10% of the data which were removed at
random before the structure was refined. The structure was validated using MolProbity
(275), RAMPAGE (276), and PROCHECK (277). The electrostatic surface potential was
calculated with APBS (278). All figures were prepared with PyMOL (279). Coordinates
and structure factors were deposited at the PDB with accession number 3L51.
3.5.3

Small-Angle X-ray Scattering of Protein Solutions

3.5.3.1 Sample Preparation
To prepare samples suitable for SAXS measurements, proteins were additionally purified
via gel filtration on a Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare), and concentrated to yield
samples in concentration ranges from 2 to 20 mg/ml in buffer C (Table 3.8). The
flowthrough of the concentration step was used as buffer reference for SAXS
measurements. Immediately before the measurement, samples were centrifuged for 5 min
at 4°C and 13 200 rpm in an eppendorf 5415R centrifuge.
3.5.3.2 Data Collection, Processing and Analysis
SAXS data were collected at beamline X33 at EMBL/DESY, Hamburg. All measurements
were carried out at 20°C sample cell temperature. Scattering profiles of BSA and lysozyme
were measured as reference for molecular mass determination.
The ATSAS package (282) was used to analyse data. Data were processed with
PRIMUS (283). The radius of gyration (Rg) was derived by the Guinier approximation
[I(s) = I(0)exp(-s2Rg2/3) for s Rg < 1.3]. The molecular masses of the solutes were
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determined by extrapolating the scattering intensities to zero angle, using BSA and
lysozyme as reference. The pair-distance distribution function P(r) and the maximum
dimension of the macromolecule Dmax were computed with the program GNOM (284).
Theoretical scattering profiles from atomic resolution models were calculated and fitted to
measured profiles with CRYSOL (285).
Ab initio models of the PfuSMC hinge domain were reconstructed from the
experimental data using the program GASBORi (286), initially without imposing any
symmetry or other restrictions on possible models. Since all models were clearly two-fold
symmetric, further models were calculated imposing two-fold symmetry. Eight
independently reconstructed envelopes were aligned and averaged with SUPCOMB (287)
and DAMAVER (288).
Ab initio models of the long mouse condensin hinge domain construct
mSMC2h4h-l were reconstructed from the experimental data with GASBORp (286)
without imposing any symmetry or other restrictions on possible models. Ten
independently reconstructed envelopes were aligned and averaged with SUPCOMB (287)
and DAMAVER (288).
Envelope representations were calculated using the Situs package (289,290), which
was also used to dock atomic resolution models into the envelope.

3.6 In Vitro DNA-Binding Assays
3.6.1

Preparation of DNA Substrates

DNA oligonucleotide substrates carrying a 6-carboxyfluorescein (6-FAM) fluorescence
label were used to monitor their binding to SMC hinge domains (Table 3.10). RP-HPLCpurified DNA oligonucleotides (Thermo Scientific) were dissolved in nuclease-free double
distilled water. DNA concentration was determined using a calculated extinction
coefficient at 260 nm (257). To anneal oligonucleotides, they were mixed with a 1.1-fold
molar excess of the unlabelled oligonucleotide in annealing buffer (Table 3.11), incubated
in a thermocycler (Biometra T personal) for 5 min at 95°C, and then cooled down to 4°C at
a cooling rate of 0.1°C/s.
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Table 3.10. Oligonucleotides used for DNA-binding assays.
Name

Oligonucleotide sequences

30-mer ssDNA

5’-6-FAM-TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

15-mer ssDNA

5’-6-FAM-TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

30-mer dsDNA
30-mer ds-ssDNA-3’
30-mer ds-ssDNA-5’
45-mer ds-ss-dsDNA

strand 1:
strand 2:
strand 1:
strand 2:
strand 1:
strand 2:
strand 1:
strand 2:
strand 3:

5’-6-FAM-CCGGAAAGCATCTAGCATCCTGTCAGCTGC
5’-GCAGCTGACAGGATGCTAGATGCTTTCCGG
5’-6-FAM-CATCCTGTCCGCTGC
5’-GCAGCGGACAGGATGTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
5’-6-FAM-CATCCTGTCCGCTGC
5’-TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTGCAGCGGACAGGATG
5’-6-FAM-CATCCTGTCCGCTGC
5’-CCGGAGAGCATCTCG
5’-GCAGCGGACAGGATGTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTCGAGATGCTCTCCGG

Table 3.11. Buffers for DNA-binding assays.
Annealing buffer

1× PBS

1× TB

40 mM
100 mM

NaCl

10 mM

MgCl2

137 mM

NaCl

2.7 mM

KCl

10 mM

Na2HPO4

1.8 mM

KH2PO4

pH 7.4

adjusted with NaOH or HCl

90 mM

Tris

90 mM

boric acid

pH 8

3.6.2

Tris-HCl pH 7.5

without adjustment

Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays

To qualitatively assess DNA binding by SMC hinge domains, the electrophoretic mobility
shift assay (EMSA) was used. The assay is based on the fact that in native gel
electrophoresis a protein-DNA complex will migrate differently than the corresponding
free DNA. The DNA is visualised via its fluorescence label.
Samples for EMSAs contained 12.5 nM of a DNA substrate and protein in a molar
excess over the DNA as detailed in Table 3.12 in 1× PBS (Table 3.11) in a total volume of
20 µl. They were incubated at room temperature for 30 min before addition of 5 µl 50%
(v/v) glycerol. The samples were then loaded onto an 0.5% (w/v) agarose gel in 1× TB
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buffer (Table 3.11) and separated for 2 h at 4 V/cm and 8°C. Gels were scanned on a
Typhoon 9400 fluorescence scanner (GE Healthcare) using the blue laser (488 nm
wavelength) for excitation and the 520 BP 40 emission filter (photomultiplier tube voltage
600 V, normal sensitivity, focal plane +3 mm, pixel size 50 µm, 200 dots/cm).
Table 3.12. Samples for electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs). The molar excess of protein over
DNA and the corresponding final protein concentration in the 20-µl samples are given.
Protein and
DNA
substrates

[protein]/
[DNA]

Sample

3.6.3

mSMC2h4h-s and
mSMC2h4h-l with all
DNA substrates

PfuSMCh with ssDNA
substrates

[protein]
(nM)

[protein]/
[DNA]

PfuSMCh with dsDNA
substrates

[protein]
(nM)

[protein]/
[DNA]

[protein]
(µM)

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

12.5

10

125.0

100

1.25

3

2

25.0

25

312.5

500

6.25

4

10

125.0

50

625.0

1000

12.50

5

25

312.5

100

1250.0

2500

31.25

6

50

625.0

250

3125.0

5000

62.50

7

100

1250.0

500

6250.0

10 000

125.00

8

250

3125.0

1000

12 500.0

25 000

312.50

9

500

6250.0

2500

31 250.0

50 000

625.00

10

1000

12 500.0

5000

62 500.0

100 000

1250.00

Fluorescence Quenching Titrations

Fluorescence quenching titrations were employed to quantitatively analyse the DNAbinding activity of SMC hinge domains, exploiting the fact that binding of 6-FAM-labelled
DNA to proteins can lead to quenching of 6-FAM fluorescence.
The titrations were performed in a Horiba Jobin Yvon FluoroMax-P fluorimeter,
using a 1.5-ml fluorescence cuvette (10×4 mm light path, type 119.004F-QS, Hellma)
equipped with a magnetic stirring bar, at 20°C under constant stirring. The titration
solution contained 25 nM 6-FAM-labelled DNA substrate (Table 3.10) in 1× PBS (Table
3.11) in a starting volume of 800 µl. Protein was added successively from a concentrated
stock solution. After each addition of protein, the mixture was allowed to reach
equilibrium for 1 min before measuring fluorescence. 6-FAM fluorescence was excited at
495 nm, and measured at the experimentally determined emission maximum of the DNA
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substrate (between 515 and 518 nm) with an integration time of 1 s. Excitation and
emission slit width were adjusted so that the signal was in the linear range of the photon
counting multiplier (maximum 1.5×106 CPS). All measurements were performed in
triplicate.
Data were normalised and fitted in Microsoft Excel® using a non-linear least
squares fit algorithm with a single-site binding model,
Kd =

[P ] [D]
[P × D]

(where Kd is the dissociation constant, [P] is the concentration of protein, [D] is the
concentration of DNA, and [P × D] is the concentration of the complex). Dissociation
constants are the result of global fits to triplicates, errors are the standard deviations of
dissociation constants resulting from independent fits to the three measurements.
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4 RESULTS
4.1 Crystal and Solution Structures of SMC Hinge Domains
4.1.1

The Pyrococcus furiosus SMC Hinge Domain

4.1.1.1 Cloning, Purification and Biochemical Characterisation
An expression construct of the PfuSMC protein was designed that spans the entire hinge
domain including short stretches of the coiled-coil region (residues 488-667 of PfuSMC).
The DNA fragment encoding the desired hinge domain construct was PCR-amplified from
a pET-21b vector containing the full-length P. furiosus smc gene (kindly provided by
Alfred Lammens) and inserted into the NdeI/XhoI sites of pET-21b, to be expressed with
the vector-encoded C-terminal hexahistidine tag. The protein was produced recombinantly
in E. coli and purified via heat denaturation of contaminating proteins, nickel chelate
affinity chromatography, and gel filtration.
The purified protein was analysed by analytical size exclusion chromatography,
SDS-PAGE, and dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Figure 4.1A-C). The protein is ≥95%
pure as judged by SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 4.1B). It elutes from the analytical gel
filtration column in two peaks: a minor peak corresponding to ~4% of the total peak
volume and a molecular weight of 100 kDa according to the calibration of the column, and
a major peak corresponding to a molecular weight of 45 kDa (Figure 4.1A). Since the
theoretical molecular weight of the PfuSMC hinge domain construct is 21 kDa, the major
peak most likely consists of homodimeric PfuSMC hinge domain, while the minor peak
might be a tetramer or hexamer or an undefined larger aggregate. However, the fraction of
this larger species is so small that it cannot be resolved by DLS: the intensity distribution
reveals only one peak at a hydrodynamic radius of 3.4 nm with a relative standard
deviation of 26%, indicating that the protein is reasonably homogeneous and monodisperse
(Figure 4.1C).
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Figure 4.1. Purification and crystallisation of the PfuSMC hinge domain. (A) Analytical size exclusion
chromatogram of the purified protein. 100 µl of 1 mM protein were separated on a Superdex 200 10/300 GL
column (GE Healthcare) in 5 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA. Above the
chromatogram, the elution volumes of standard proteins are indicated with their molecular weights. (B) SDSPAGE analysis of the purified protein. The sample was separated on a 15% SDS polyacrylamide gel and
stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 (Carl Roth). M, molecular weight marker; P, PfuSMC hinge
domain. The molecular weight of selected marker bands is indicated. (C) Intensity distribution determined
from dynamic light scattering analysis of the purified protein at a concentration of 5 mg/ml. The
hydrodynamic radius of the major peak is indicated. (D) Crystals of the PfuSMC hinge domain: (i) initial
crystals obtained in a commercially available screen (condition: 2 M ammonium sulphate, 0.1 M sodium
acetate pH 4.6); (ii) multiple intergrown crystals obtained initially upon optimisation (condition: 2.2 M
ammonium sulphate, 0.1 M sodium citrate, 7% (v/v) glycerol); (iii) crystal obtained in the final refined
condition (1.8 M ammonium sulphate, 0.2 M potassium-sodium tartrate, 0.1 M trisodium citrate pH 6.0).

4.1.1.2 Crystallisation and Structure Determination
In initial screens, the PfuSMC hinge domain crystallised in several similar conditions
containing ammonium sulphate and sodium citrate or acetate (Figure 4.1D i). However,
upon optimisation most conditions did not yield single crystals but multiple intergrown
crystals that could not be separated (Figure 4.1D ii). These crystals diffracted to 1.7 Å
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resolution, but due to the superposition of diffraction patterns from multiple crystal lattices
the data could not be integrated. Finally, a crystallisation condition was identified that
yielded regular single crystals (Figure 4.1D iii). The condition was optimised with
selenomethionine-labelled protein which proved to crystallise more readily than native
protein. Selenomethionine derivative crystals belong to space group C2221 with two
molecules in the asymmetric unit and diffracted to 1.7 Å resolution at beamline PXI of the
Swiss Light Source (SLS) (Figure 4.2A). Phases were determined from a MAD dataset.
The resulting electron density map was easily interpretable (Figure 4.2B). The model was
built manually and refined against the high remote wavelength dataset of the
selenomethionine derivative. After several cycles of model building and refinement, the
final R factors were 19.4% for Rwork and 23.5% for Rfree. In the final model, one chain
spans residues 488 – 667, while the other chain encompasses residues 488 – 662. The
geometry of both chains is well within acceptable range. Crystallographic data, phasing
and refinement statistics are summarised in Table 4.1. An example of the initial and
refined electron density can be found in Figure 4.2C.

Figure 4.2. Diffraction pattern and electron density of the PfuSMC hinge domain crystals.
(A) Diffraction pattern of the PfuSMC hinge domain crystals. An exemplary image from the high remote
wavelength dataset of the selenomethionine derivative crystals recorded at SLS beamline PXI is shown.
(B) Section of the experimental electron density map contoured at 1.5 σ (grey mesh) with anomalous
difference density contoured at 3.5 σ (pink mesh). (C) Electron density around residues H653-F654-R655 of
PfuSMC in the crystal structure of the PfuSMC hinge domain (residues 488 – 667 of PfuSMC). Left panel:
experimental electron density contoured at 1.5 σ; right panel: final 2Fo-Fc electron density contoured at 1.5 σ.
Residues are shown as stick models with carbon atoms coloured green, nitrogen blue, and oxygen red.
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Table 4.1. Crystallographic data, phasing and refinement statistics for the PfuSMC hinge domain
structure. Data were collected at beamline PXI of the SLS. The values given in parentheses are for the
highest resolution shell. Friedel mates were treated as independent reflections. The high remote wavelength
dataset was used for refinement. The Rfree factor was calculated from 10% of the data which were removed at
random before the structure was refined. Ramachandran statistics were calculated with RAMPAGE (276).
Dataset

peak

inflection

high remote

wavelength (Å)

0.9788

0.9794

0.9778

space group

C2221

C2221

C2221

unit cell dimensions (Å, a/b/c)

69.79 / 118.88 / 82.83

69.87 / 119.06 / 83.00

69.71 / 118.65 / 82.64

unit cell angles (°, α/β/γ)

90.0 / 90.0 / 90.0

90.0 / 90.0 / 90.0

90.0 / 90.0 / 90.0

redundancy

6.8 (6.6)

6.8 (6.6)

6.7 (6.5)

Rsym (%)

4.7 (34.9)

5.2 (44.1)

4.6 (33.4)

resolution (Å)

35.0-1.8 (1.9-1.8)

35.0-1.8 (1.9-1.8)

35.0-1.7 (1.8-1.7)

completeness (%)

99.1 (95.5)

99.0 (94.9)

99.3 (96.8)

I/σI
phasing power
(acentric-anomalous)

24.18 (4.77)

21.73 (3.91)

24.09 (4.73)

2.161

0.832

1.776

RCullis (acentric-anomalous)

0.60

0.88

0.65

Figure of merit (acentric)

0.42

Refinement
Dataset

high remote

number of reflections used in refinement

38 167

resolution (Å)

34.0-1.7

Model Rwork/Rfree (%)

19.4 / 23.5

protein nonhydrogen atoms

2840

water molecules

251

overall B factor (Å2)
all atoms

29.5

protein main and side chains

29.0

water

36.1

rms deviation from ideal geometry
bonds (Å)

0.006

angles (°)

0.991

Ramachandran statistics (%)
most favoured/allowed/disallowed regions

97.7 / 2.3 / 0.0
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4.1.1.3 Crystal Structure of the P. furiosus SMC Hinge Domain
The PfuSMC hinge domain comprises two pseudo-two-fold-symmetric subdomains, each
consisting of a three- or four-stranded mixed β-sheet sandwiched between α-helices. The
subdomains interact such that a half-ring structure is created with an α-helical core,
flanked by the β-sheets and one or two outer helices on both sides (Figure 4.3A and Figure
4.5A and B). A long ordered loop passing along the bottom face of the hinge domain, that
is the face opposite the coiled-coil, links the two subdomains. As can be seen in a sequence
alignment of SMC hinge domains from all three phylogenetic domains, this loop, located
between β-strand 3 and α-helix F of the PfuSMC hinge, is the part of the hinge domain
which displays the highest variability in both sequence and length (Figure 4.5A and B).

Figure 4.3. Crystal structure of the PfuSMC hinge domain. (A) Stereo view of the PfuSMC hinge domain
monomer in cartoon representation, coloured by subdomains. The N-terminal subdomain is coloured blue,
the C-terminal subdomain violet. The N and C-terminal segments predicted to belong to the coiled-coil
region and the loop connecting the subdomains are coloured grey. (B) The dimer present in the asymmetric
unit of the PfuSMC hinge domain crystals. Chain A is shown in blue, chain B in green. (C) The symmetrygenerated dimer of the PfuSMC hinge domain. Chain A is shown in blue, chain A’ in pink.
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Unexpectedly, the predicted coiled-coil segments at the N and C terminus of the PfuSMC
hinge do not join up into a coiled-coil. Instead, the N-terminal coiled-coil segment folds
into a helix that is lying on top of the hinge domain core, while the C-terminal segment
forms a long loop (Figure 4.3A). This conformation appears to be stabilised by crystal
contacts: the N-terminal helices of both chains in the asymmetric unit contact each other,
and the C-terminal coiled-coil segment of one chain loops around the other chain (Figure
4.3B). Since the coiled-coil segments are short – consisting of only four or five helical
turns – the interaction between them is probably not very strong and therefore easily
disrupted by crystal packing forces.
In crystals, the TmaSMC (15) and the E. coli MukB (93,94) hinge domains form
two-fold-symmetric doughnut-shaped homodimers. The two chains present in the
asymmetric unit of the PfuSMC hinge domain crystals assemble in a different manner,
interacting via the predicted coiled-coil segments (Figure 4.3B), but the doughnut-shaped
dimer is generated by symmetry operators (Figure 4.3C). In this symmetry-generated
dimer, the two symmetrical interfaces between the monomers are formed largely by
β-strand 3 of one monomer interacting with β6 and β7 of the other monomer to form two
continuous mixed seven-stranded β-sheets (β1-3 + β4-7). Additional dimer interactions are
contributed by helices αE and αH which flank the β-sheets on the outside (Figure 4.3C,
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5A and B). The residues making up this dimer interface are among
the most conserved residues in the hinge domains of SMC proteins from all three
phylogenetic domains, suggesting that this dimeric assembly is the physiologically relevant
oligomeric state of the SMC hinge domain (Figure 4.5A).
Figure 4.4. Stereo view of the dimer
interface

between the

symmetry-related

chains in the PfuSMC hinge domain crystal
structure. Residues contributing to the subunit
interaction are shown as stick models with
carbon atoms coloured blue and pink for chain
A and chain A’, respectively, nitrogen dark
blue, and oxygen light red. The protein
backbone is depicted as ribbon model in light
blue and violet for chain A and chain A’,
respectively. Hydrogen bonds are represented
by dashed blue lines.
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Figure 4.5. Sequence alignment and topology diagram of the PfuSMC hinge domain. (A) Sequence
alignment of the hinge domains of bacterial, archaeal and eukaryotic condensin SMC proteins. Pfu,
P. furiosus; Tma, T. maritima; Bsu, B. subtilis; Sc, S. cerevisiae; m, Mus musculus. Numbering of residues is
for PfuSMC. The secondary structure of the PfuSMC hinge domain is shown above the alignment, that of the
TmaSMC hinge domain (pdb 1GXL) (15) below, with α-helices displayed as purple rectangles and β-strands
as blue arrows. The asterisk marks the only lysine among many in the SMC hinge domain that is highly
for upper case
conserved (PfuSMC K568). In the consensus sequence, lower case letters are used≥50%,
letters for ≥90% conservation; ! is any one of IV, and # is any one of NDQE. The alignment was generated
with MultAlin (249). (B) Topology diagram of the PfuSMC hinge domain. (C) Topology diagram of the
E. coli MukB hinge domain (pdb 2WMM) (93), omitting the N and C-terminal coiled-coil helices. In (B) and
(C), α-Helices are depicted as purple barrels, β-strands as blue arrows. The diagrams were generated with
TopDraw (291).
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The doughnut-shaped dimer has a mostly negatively charged outer surface with a basic
patch at the dimer interface, while the inner surface of the hinge domain dimer is mostly
positively charged (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6. Electrostatic surface potential of the PfuSMC hinge domain dimer. Positively charged
regions are coloured blue, negatively charged regions red, and neutral regions white. (A) View onto the top
face, that is the side from which the coiled-coils emerge; (B) view onto the bottom face; (C) view from the
side onto the dimer interface.

4.1.1.4 Similarity Between the P. furiosus and Other Prokaryotic SMC Hinge Domains
The tertiary structure of the archaeal PfuSMC hinge domain is very similar to that of the
bacterial TmaSMC hinge (15) (Figure 4.7A). All secondary structure elements of the hinge
domain core are conserved between bacteria and archaea (Figure 4.5A), and the rms
deviation between the Cα traces of both proteins is 2.0 Å. Although the predicted coiledcoil segments of the PfuSMC and the TmaSMC hinge domain constructs are of the same
length, they only form a coiled-coil in the TmaSMC hinge domain structure. As mentioned
above, the unexpected conformation of the coiled-coil segments in the PfuSMC hinge
domain crystals seems to be stabilised by crystal contacts. Since the intermolecular
contacts in the TmaSMC hinge domain crystals were different, the coiled-coils could form
in this case.
In both the PfuSMC and the TmaSMC hinge domain doughnut-shaped dimers there
is a large central hole with a diameter of ~10 Å. In contrast, in the E. coli MukB hinge
domain dimer there is no such central hole, and the entire hinge domain is significantly
smaller than those of the PfuSMC and TmaSMC proteins (93,94). However, despite the
substantial difference in size and large sequence divergence, the structure of the MukB
hinge domain is quite similar to that of the PfuSMC hinge, as can be seen in their
superposition in Figure 4.7B. The rms deviation between the Cα traces of both proteins is
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3.0 Å. Interestingly, while the N-terminal subdomains of both hinges match almost
perfectly, only the β-sheet of the C-terminal subdomain is present in the E. coli MukB
hinge, but the α-helices are missing completely, being replaced by short loops, so that in
fact no subdomains are discernible in the E. coli MukB hinge (see also the topology
diagrams in Figure 4.5B and C).

Figure 4.7. Comparison of the PfuSMC hinge domain structure with other prokaryotic SMC hinge
domains. (A) Superposition of the PfuSMC hinge domain monomer with the TmaSMC hinge domain (pdb
1GXL) (15). The PfuSMC hinge domain is coloured by subdomains, with the N-terminal subdomain shown
in blue, the C-terminal subdomain in violet, and the coiled-coil region and the loop connecting the
subdomains coloured grey. The TmaSMC hinge domain is shown in white. (B) Superposition of the PfuSMC
hinge domain monomer (coloured as in (A)) with the E. coli MukB hinge domain (shown in white; pdb
2WMM) (93). (C) Electrostatic surface potential of the TmaSMC hinge domain dimer (pdb 1GXL) (15),
view onto the dimer interface. (D) Electrostatic surface potential of the E. coli MukB hinge domain dimer
(pdb 2WMM) (93), view onto the dimer interface. In (C) and (D), positively charged regions are coloured
blue, negatively charged regions red, and neutral regions white.

The surface charge distributions of the PfuSMC and TmaSMC hinge domains are similar,
with a basic patch at the dimer interface surrounded by a mostly acidic outer surface
(Figure 4.7C). However, the TmaSMC hinge domain is overall slightly more acidic, and
the basic patch is also smaller than in the PfuSMC hinge and shifted more towards the
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bottom face of the domain. The E. coli MukB hinge domain dimer on the other hand
displays a completely negatively charged outer surface (Figure 4.7D). Although it is hard
to believe that the MukB hinge is indeed as negatively charged as determined by APBS
(278), its theoretical isoelectric point is 4.4, as compared to 5.9 and 5.5 for the PfuSMC
and TmaSMC hinge domains, respectively (261).
4.1.1.5 Solution Scattering Analysis of the P. furiosus SMC Hinge Domain
To unambiguously determine whether the doughnut-shaped dimer of the SMC hinge
domain is the biological assembly present in solution, SAXS experiments were performed
with the PfuSMC hinge domain. The SAXS data are of very high quality, as the protein did
not show any signs of aggregation even at concentrations of up to 20 mg/ml (Figure 4.8A).

Figure 4.8. Solution scattering analysis of the PfuSMC hinge domain. (A) SAXS profiles of the PfuSMC
hinge domain. The scattering profile of the protein in solution is shown in black, the theoretical scattering
profiles of the dimer present in the asymmetric unit of the PfuSMC hinge domain crystals and the symmetrygenerated dimer are shown in green and pink, respectively. (B) Solution envelope reconstruction of the
PfuSMC hinge domain (grey mesh), superimposed with the dimer present in the asymmetric unit of the
PfuSMC hinge domain crystals (left panel; chain A coloured blue, chain B green) and the symmetrygenerated dimer (right panel; chain A coloured blue, chain A’ pink).
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The molecular mass determined from the scattering intensity extrapolated to zero angle
confirms that the PfuSMC hinge domain exists as a homodimer in solution. The shape of
the scattering profile indicates that this dimer has a globular conformation. To compare the
solution to the crystal structure, theoretical scattering curves were calculated of both
possible dimeric assemblies observed in the crystals (Figure 4.8A). The scattering profile
of the dimer in the asymmetric unit does not fit the observed scattering profile at all; this
dimer is more elongated than the dimer present in solution. The theoretical scattering
profile of the symmetry-generated dimer, however, has the same shape as the observed
profile, although the two profiles do not overlap completely. This is probably due to the
conformation of the coiled-coil segments that is stabilised in the crystals, but likely to be
flexible in solution, as would also be suggested by the solution envelope (see below,
Figure 4.8B).
Initially, ab initio envelope reconstructions were calculated without imposing any
symmetry. Since the resulting models were clearly two-fold symmetric, two-fold
symmetry was then imposed to generate models of higher quality. Eight independent
models were averaged to generate the final solution envelope model of the PfuSMC hinge
domain into which both possible dimeric assemblies were docked (Figure 4.8B). The
dimer present in the asymmetric unit is too narrow to fill the solution envelope completely
and too long to completely fit into it. The symmetry-generated dimer however is docked
into the SAXS model so that the hole in the ring coincides well with the depression in the
envelope. Only the C-terminal coiled-coil segment does not fit into the envelope, which is
not surprising, since it would be expected to be disordered in solution. The flexibility of
the coiled-coil segments probably also accounts for the fact that the envelope is slightly
bigger than the symmetry-generated dimer in the crystal structure. This agrees closely with
the crystallographic results and is strong evidence that the biological assembly of the SMC
hinge domain is indeed the doughnut-shaped dimer.
4.1.2

The Mouse Condensin Hinge Domain

4.1.2.1 Cloning, Purification and Biochemical Characterisation
Several mouse condensin hinge domain constructs of different lengths were created, two of
which were analysed in detail. The longer of these two constructs, designated
mSMC2h4h-l (residues 492 – 680 of SMC2, and 581 – 766 of SMC4), was designed to
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contain a short stretch of coiled-coil at both ends, while the shorter one, mSMC2h4h-s
(residues 506 – 666 of SMC2, and 595 – 752 of SMC4), does not contain any coiled-coil
segments. DNA fragments encoding the desired hinge domain constructs were PCRamplified from cDNA vectors and cloned into a modified bicistronic pET-21b vector. The
smc2 hinge fragment was inserted into the first cloning site directly downstream of the T7
promoter, and the smc4 hinge fragment was cloned downstream of the second ribosome
binding site to be expressed with the vector-encoded C-terminal hexahistidine tag (see
Figure 7.1 for a vector map). In the long construct mSMC2h4h-l, the SMC2 subunit
additionally carries an N-terminal Strep II tag added via the PCR primer. Both hinge
domain constructs were produced recombinantly in E. coli and purified using nickel
chelate affinity chromatography and gel filtration to yield stable heterodimeric SMC2SMC4 hinge domains. Monomers were not observed during any stage of the purification of
either construct, indicating that the dimer interaction is very strong.
The purified proteins were analysed by analytical size exclusion chromatography,
SDS-PAGE, and DLS (Figure 4.9A-C). Both proteins are≥95% pure as judged by SDS PAGE analysis (Figure 4.9B). While the two bands corresponding to the SMC2 and SMC4
subunits of the long construct mSMC2h4h-l are resolved on a 20% SDS polyacrylamide
gel, both subunits of the short construct mSMC2h4h-s run at the same height. However,
the retention volume on an analytical gel filtration column and the hydrodynamic radius of
the protein determined by DLS (see below) strongly suggest that in mSMC2h4h-s both
subunits are present at an equimolar ratio as well, and indeed they are both present in the
crystals that were obtained of mSMC2h4h-s (chapter 4.1.2.2).
The long construct mSMC2h4h-l elutes from the analytical gel filtration column in
two peaks, just like the PfuSMC hinge domain (chapter 4.1.1.1): a minor peak
corresponding to ~15% of the total peak volume and a molecular weight of 60 kDa
according to the calibration of the column, and a major peak corresponding to a molecular
weight of 30 kDa (Figure 4.9A). The theoretical molecular weight of the mSMC2h4h-l
heterodimer is 44 kDa, giving a ratio of observed to theoretical molecular weight of 0.7 for
the major peak. Since this peak contains both the SMC2 and the SMC4 subunit, as
revealed by SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 4.9B), it most likely consists of the heterodimeric
mouse condensin hinge domain, while the minor peak might be a tetramer or an undefined
larger aggregate. However, the fraction of this larger species is too small to be resolved by
DLS: the intensity distribution reveals only one peak at a hydrodynamic radius of 3.6 nm
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with a relative standard deviation of 27%, indicating that the protein is reasonably
homogeneous and monodisperse (Figure 4.9C).

Figure 4.9. Purification and crystallisation of the mouse condensin hinge domain. (A) Analytical size
exclusion chromatograms of the purified proteins mSMC2h4h-l (blue) and mSMC2h4h-s (red). 100 µl of
0.2 mM protein were separated on a Superdex 200 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) in 5 mM Tris-HCl
pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA. Above the chromatogram, the elution volumes of standard proteins
are indicated with their molecular weights. (B) SDS-PAGE analysis of the purified proteins. The samples
were separated on 20% SDS polyacrylamide gels and stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 (Carl
Roth). M, molecular weight marker; L, mSMC2h4h-l; S, mSMC2h4h-s. The molecular weight of selected
marker bands is indicated. (C) Intensity distribution determined from dynamic light scattering analysis of the
purified proteins mSMC2h4h-l (blue) and mSMC2h4h-s (red) at 5 mg/ml. The hydrodynamic radius of the
major peak is indicated. (D) Crystals of the short mouse condensin hinge domain construct mSMC2h4h-s:
(i) initial crystals obtained with native protein in a commercially available screen (condition: 20% (w/v) PEG
4000, 20% (v/v) isopropanol, 30% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.5); (ii) crystals obtained with
selenomethionine-labelled protein in the final refined condition (15% (w/v) PEG 4000, 5% (v/v) isopropanol,
20% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.5).

The short construct mSMC2h4h-s elutes from the analytical gel filtration column in one
peak with a retention volume only slightly bigger than that of the major peak of the longer
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construct, corresponding to a molecular weight of 28 kDa (Figure 4.9A). The theoretical
molecular weight of the mSMC2h4h-s heterodimer is 37 kDa, hence the ratio of observed
to theoretical molecular weight is again 0.7, as for the long construct. Therefore this peak
most likely consists of a heterodimer as well. DLS analysis shows one peak in the intensity
distribution at a hydrodynamic radius of 3.0 nm with a relative standard deviation of 19%,
implying that the short construct is not only smaller, but also more homogeneous and
monodisperse than the long construct. However, when left at 20°C for longer periods of
time, the short construct mSMC2h4h-s quickly started to aggregate, so that several peaks at
large hydrodynamic radii appeared in the DLS intensity distribution, whereas the long
construct mSMC2h4h-l remained stably monodisperse (data not shown).
The fact that the short construct is much more prone to aggregation than the long
construct might explain why it crystallised so readily (chapter 4.1.2.2), while no crystals
could be obtained of the long construct. In fact, the long construct mSMC2h4h-l is so
soluble that even at concentrations of above 100 mg/ml the protein only precipitated in
~50% of screened crystallisation conditions. Protein concentrations from 10 to 110 mg/ml
were tested in various sparse matrix and footprinting screens, but the protein either
remained soluble or precipitated completely, and no crystalline precipitates were observed.
Selenomethionine-labelled protein was screened as well since this derivative is often less
soluble than native protein, and the construct contains eleven methionines. However, it
behaved similarly to the native protein. Because of the large number of lysines in the
protein (~8% of residues are lysines), reductive methylation of lysines (292) was also tried,
but the small fraction of protein which did not precipitate during the methylation reaction
behaved like native protein in crystallisation screens. Indeed, since the short construct
mSMC2h4h-s contains a large number of lysines as well but crystallised readily, it was
most likely not the lysines, but the flexible coiled-coil segments in mSMC2h4h-l which
prevented crystal formation. Constructs with even longer coiled-coil segments tended to
aggregate and be degraded during purification and behaved like mSMC2h4h-l in
crystallisation screens and DNA-binding assays (chapter 4.2.1). They were therefore not
analysed in detail.
Although all constructs bind DNA, cocrystallisation with double-stranded and
single-stranded oligonucleotides of different lengths was unsuccessful, probably because
DNA binding is not strong enough and not sequence specific (chapter 4.2.1).
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4.1.2.2 Crystallisation and Structure Determination
In initial screens, the short construct mSMC2h4h-s crystallised in several similar
conditions containing polyethylene glycol of different sizes and often isopropanol (Figure
4.9D i). Crystals could easily be reproduced and optimised both with native and
selenomethionine-labelled protein (Figure 4.9D ii). The crystals belong to space group P21
with one heterodimer in the asymmetric unit. With a maximum resolution of 1.5 Å at
beamline PXI of the SLS (Figure 4.10A), the selenomethionine derivative crystals
diffracted to higher resolution than native ones and allowed phase determination by SAD.
The resulting electron density map was of very high quality (Figure 4.10B) so that ~90%
of the model could be built automatically. After several cycles of manual model building
and refinement, the final R factors were 14.3% for Rwork and 17.3% for Rfree. The final
model spans residues 506 – 660 of SMC2 and residues 595 – 752 of SMC4 including the
entire hexahistidine tag, and has good geometry. Crystallographic data, phasing and
refinement statistics are summarised in Table 4.2. An example of the initial and refined
electron density can be found in Figure 4.10C.

Figure 4.10. Diffraction pattern and electron density of the mouse condensin hinge domain crystals.
(A) Diffraction pattern of the mSMC2h4h-s crystals. An exemplary image from the peak wavelength dataset
of the selenomethionine derivative crystals recorded at SLS beamline PXI is shown. (B) Section of the
experimental electron density map contoured at 1.5 σ (grey mesh) with anomalous difference density
contoured at 3.5 σ (pink mesh). (C) Electron density around residues R731-R732-W733-R734 of mSMC4 in the
crystal structure of the mouse condensin hinge domain (residues 506 – 666 of mSMC2, and 595 – 752 of
mSMC4). Top panel: experimental electron density contoured at 1.5 σ; bottom panel: final 2Fo-Fc electron
density contoured at 1.5 σ. Residues are shown as stick models with carbon atoms coloured green, nitrogen
blue, and oxygen red.
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Table 4.2. Crystallographic data, phasing and refinement statistics for the mouse condensin hinge
domain structure. Data were collected at beamline PXI of the SLS. The values given in parentheses are for
the highest resolution shell. Friedel mates were treated as independent reflections. The Rfree factor was
calculated from 10% of the data which were removed at random before the structure was refined.
Ramachandran statistics were calculated with RAMPAGE (276).
wavelength (Å)

0.9776

space group

P21

unit cell dimensions (Å, a/b/c)

33.5 / 96.7 / 54.5

unit cell angles (°, α/β/γ)

90.0 / 92.8 / 90.0

redundancy

3.3 (3.1)

Rsym (%)

3.9 (8.6)

resolution (Å)

29.13-1.51 (1.60-1.51)

completeness (%)

96.5 (90.6)

I/σI

21.4 (11.7)

phasing power (acentric-anomalous)

1.58

RCullis (acentric-anomalous)

0.68

Figure of merit (acentric)

0.41

number of reflections used in refinement

53 947

Model Rwork/Rfree (%)

14.3 / 17.3

protein nonhydrogen atoms

2646

water molecules

379

glycerol molecules

6

2

overall B factor (Å )
all atoms

17.1

protein main and side chains

15.1

water

28.9

glycerol

34.6

rms deviation from ideal geometry
bonds (Å)

0.006

angles (°)

0.949

Ramachandran statistics (%)
most favoured/allowed/disallowed regions

99.4 / 0.6 / 0.0
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4.1.2.3 Crystal Structure of the Mouse Condensin Hinge Domain
The SMC2 and SMC4 hinge subunits assemble into a heterodimer. Each subunit forms a
half-ring structure with an α-helical core that is bordered by a mixed β-sheet on both sides
(Figure 4.11A). The β-sheets are then flanked on the outside by one or two α-helices. Like
the PfuSMC (chapter 4.1.1.3) and the TmaSMC hinge domain (4), both subunits consist of
two subdomains linked by a long but ordered loop that passes along the bottom face of the
hinge, that is the face on the opposite side of the coiled-coil (Figure 4.11A).

Figure 4.11. Crystal structure of the mouse condensin hinge domain. (A) Stereo view of the SMC2SMC4 hinge domain, as seen from the bottom face, that is the face on the opposite side of the coiled-coil,
coloured by subdomains. The SMC2 subunit is coloured in shades of blue, the SMC4 subunit in shades of
red, with the N-terminal subdomain shown in the lighter shade. The long loop connecting the subdomains is
shown in dark and light grey for SMC2 and SMC4, respectively. The hexahistidine tag on the C-terminus of
the SMC4 hinge is coloured white. (B) The SMC2-SMC4 hinge domain heterodimer as seen from the top
face, in the open and closed conformation. The top panel shows the open conformation found in the crystal
structure, the bottom panel depicts the model of the closed conformation, generated by separately
superposing the SMC2 and SMC4 subunits with the TmaSMC hinge domain dimer (pdb 1GXL) (15). The
SMC2 subunit is shown in blue, the SMC4 subunit in red and orange for the open and closed conformation,
respectively. (C) Superposition of the SMC2 and SMC4 subunit, shown in stereo. The colour scheme is the
same as in (A).
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This loop lies between β-strand 3 and α-helix F of the SMC2 hinge, and between helices F
and G of the SMC4 hinge (see the sequence alignment and topology diagram in Figure
4.12).
The PfuSMC, the TmaSMC (15) and the E. coli MukB (93,94) hinge domains form
two-fold-symmetric doughnut-shaped homodimers via two dimerisation interfaces.
However, the SMC2 and SMC4 hinge dimerise via only one interface and thus do not
adopt the expected doughnut-shape (Figure 4.11A and B). The subunit interface is made up
largely by two interacting β-strands, namely mSMC2h β3 and mSMC4h β7, to form a
continuous mixed seven-stranded β-sheet (mSMC2h β1-3 + mSMC4h β4-7). Additional
dimer interactions are contributed by helices αE of mSMC2h and αI of mSMC4h which
flank the β-sheet on the outside (Figure 4.11A and B, Figure 4.12).
At the opposite side of the half-rings, the SMC2 hinge has a four-stranded and the
SMC4 hinge a three-stranded mixed β-sheet (mSMC2h β4-7, mSMC4h β1-3), but these do
not interact in the crystals (Figure 4.11A and B). In fact, the angle between the two
subunits is much wider than in the PfuSMC and TmaSMC hinge homodimer (15), the
hinge being thus bent along the intact interface to open up the ring at the opposite side.
Superposition with one of the prokaryotic SMC hinge homodimers reveals the probable
reason for this partially open conformation: it seems that the SMC2 hinge is missing the
last C-terminal β-strand that would be the one to interact with the outermost β-strand of the
SMC4 hinge (β3) to form a pseudo-two-fold symmetric dimer. The residues that are
predicted to make up this β-strand are part of the crystallised construct, but are evidently
disordered. SAXS analysis (chapter 4.1.2.5) suggests that the SMC2-SMC4 hinge can also
adopt a closed, doughnut-shaped structure which is presumably stabilised by the coiledcoil domains missing in the crystallised construct. There are no apparent crystal contacts
that could have forced the hinge domain into this open conformation.
The expected “closed” conformation was modelled by separately superposing the
SMC2 and SMC4 subunit of the mouse condensin hinge structure with the TmaSMC hinge
domain dimer (Figure 4.11B). While this model produces some clashes at the intact
interface and therefore obviously does not perfectly represent the biologically relevant
closed conformation, it does show quite clearly that the C-terminal β-strand of the SMC2
hinge is indeed missing to close the ring. The structural similarity to the prokaryotic SMC
hinge domains however strongly suggests that the subunit cores are correctly folded.
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Figure 4.12. Sequence alignment and topology diagram of the mouse condensin hinge domain.
(A) Sequence alignment of the hinge domains of SMC1α, SMC2, SMC3, and SMC4 from mouse. Only
residues present in the crystallised construct mSMC2h4h-s are shown for mSMC2 and mSMC4 (residues
506 – 666 of mSMC2, and 595 – 752 of mSMC4). Numbering of residues is for mSMC2. The secondary
structure of the mSMC2 hinge domain is shown above the alignment, that of the mSMC4 hinge domain
below. α-Helices are displayed as red rectangles, β-strands as blue arrows. The residues that probably form
β8 of mSMC2 are invisible in the electron density. The asterisks mark mSMC2-K566/ mSMC4-K657, and
mSMC2-K613/ mSMC4-K698. In the consensus sequence, lower case letters are used for
≥50%, upper case
letters for ≥90% conservatio n; ! is any one of IV, $ is any one of LM, and # is any one of NDQE. The
alignment was generated with MultAlin (249). (B) Topology diagram of the mouse condensin hinge domain
construct mSMC2h4h-s. α-Helices are depicted as red barrels, β-strands as blue arrows. The diagram was
generated with TopDraw (291).
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All rms deviations between the Cα traces of the PfuSMC, TmaSMC, and mSMC2 and
mSMC4 hinge domains are below 3 Å (Table 4.3), and most secondary structure elements
are conserved.
Table 4.3. Rms deviations between the Cα traces of the SMC hinge domains from P. furiosus
(PfuSMCh), T. maritima (TmaSMCh; pdb 1GXL) (15), and mouse condensin (mSMC2h, mSMC4h).

PfuSMCh
TmaSMCh
mSMC2h

TmaSMCh

mSMC2h

mSMC4h

2.0 Å

1.4 Å

1.9 Å

2.2 Å

2.6 Å
1.8 Å

While the mSMC2 hinge superimposes almost perfectly with the PfuSMC and TmaSMC
hinge domains, the mSMC4 hinge domain displays notable differences in secondary
structure as compared to its binding partner and the prokaryotic hinge domains (Figure
4.11C, Figure 4.12). In the mSMC2, PfuSMC and TmaSMC hinge domains, the
N-terminal β-sheet merges directly into the long loop connecting the subdomains which
terminates in a helix on the outside of the C-terminal β-sheet (mSMC2h αF). This helix is
followed by a strand of the C-terminal β-sheet (mSMC2h β4). The mSMC2 and mSMC4
hinges have the same number of helices, but their F helices do not correspond to each other
and are in completely different positions, flanking the C-terminal β-sheet in mSMC2h, and
the helical core on the outside surface in mSMC4h. In the mSMC4 hinge, helix F lies
between the N-terminal β-sheet and the connecting loop which terminates in helix G of the
helical core, so that the C-terminal β-sheet of mSMC4h consists of one less strand than
that of the mSMC2, PfuSMC and TmaSMC hinges (provided that the predicted C-terminal
β-strand of mSMC2h is indeed formed).
Although the fold of the mouse condensin hinge is very similar to that of its
prokaryotic counterparts, its surface charge distribution is strikingly different. The outer
surface of the mouse condensin hinge is mostly basic to neutral (Figure 4.13), whereas
prokaryotic SMC hinge domains have an acidic outer surface (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7C
and D). The basic patch at the dimer interface is also much more pronounced in the
condensin hinge than in the PfuSMC hinge domain.
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Figure 4.13. Electrostatic surface potential of the mouse condensin hinge domain. Positively charged
regions are coloured blue, negatively charged regions red, and neutral regions white. (A) View onto the top
face, that is the face from which the coiled-coils would emerge; (B) view onto the bottom face; (C) view
from the side onto the closed interface.

4.1.2.4 Analysis of the SMC2-SMC4 Hinge Domain Interface
Most intersubunit contacts are formed by hydrophobic interactions, supported by few
hydrogen bonds (Figure 4.14). It has long been unclear how eukaryotic SMC proteins
specifically assemble into defined heterodimers (e.g. SMC1-SMC3, SMC2-SMC4), while
prokaryotic SMC proteins form homodimers. Taking a closer look at the interface, the
reason for dimerisation specificity is revealed. While most residues contributing to the
interaction are conserved or replaced by similar residues within the subfamilies
SMC2/SMC3 and SMC1α/SMC4 (293), the few non-conservative exchanges are
apparently enough to make wrong pairing impossible.
Figure 4.14. Stereo view of the interface
between the mSMC2 and mSMC4 hinge.
Residues contributing to the subunit interaction
are shown as stick models with carbon atoms
coloured blue and dark red for the SMC2 and
SMC4 subunit, respectively, nitrogen dark
blue, oxygen light red, and selenium orange.
The surrounding residues are depicted as thin
lines in light blue for SMC2, and rose for
SMC4. Hydrogen bonds are represented by
dashed blue lines. The 5.5 Å distance between
SMC2-K561 and SMC4-T723 is indicated by a
dashed green line.
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For SMC2/SMC3, good candidate residues for dimerisation specificity within the
N-terminal interface are K570R571R572 of SMC2 which are replaced by P582G583E584 in
SMC3 (Figure 4.12A). These residues are placed in an otherwise conserved region, hence
it is very likely that they are in similar positions in the SMC2 and SMC3 tertiary structures.
Looking at the dimerisation interface, it is immediately obvious that the PGE sequence in
SMC3 would not be able to form the same interactions with SMC4 as the KRR sequence
in SMC2 (Figure 4.14). For example, SMC2-R572 forms a hydrogen bond with the
backbone oxygen of SMC4-G740. The shorter glutamate side chain in SMC3 could not
support this interaction. Between the SMC4 and SMC1α C-terminal interface residues
there is only one non-conservative exchange, namely SMC4-T723 for SMC1α-R626 (Figure
4.12A). Again, this residue is situated in an otherwise conserved region. Assuming that it
therefore adopts a similar position in SMC1α as in SMC4, the arginine side chain would
clash with K561 of SMC2, thus making it impossible for SMC1α to dimerise with SMC2.
SMC3 on the other hand has a small threonine residue in place of SMC2-K561, so that the
SMC3 interface can accomodate the large side chain of SMC1α-R626.
4.1.2.5 Solution Scattering Analysis of the Mouse Condensin Hinge Domain
To acquire structural information about the conformation of the mouse condensin hinge in
solution, SAXS profiles were measured of both the short and the long hinge domain
construct (Figure 4.15A). The best data were obtained with protein concentrations of 8 and
20 mg/ml for the short and long construct, respectively. While the short construct showed a
slight tendency to aggregate at high concentrations, the long construct did not show any
such signs even at 20 mg/ml, thus yielding data of very high quality with little noise even
at larger angles. The molecular mass determined from the scattering intensity extrapolated
to zero angle confirms that both constructs exist as heterodimers in solution. The scattering
profiles were compared with SAXS profiles calculated from the crystal structure and the
model of the closed conformation (Figure 4.15A). The observed profile of mSMC2h4h-s
matches perfectly with the profile calculated from the crystal structure. This means that the
crystallised construct mSMC2h4h-s adopts the same open conformation in solution as in
the crystal. Hence, this conformation is not produced by crystal contacts.
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Figure 4.15. Solution scattering analysis of the mouse condensin hinge domain. (A) SAXS profiles of the
short and long construct in solution in comparison with profiles calculated from atomic resolution models.
The scattering profile of the long construct mSMC2h4h-l is shown in black, the profile of the short construct
mSMC2h4h-s in blue. The calculated scattering profiles of the atomic resolution models of mSMC2h4h-s in
the open and closed conformation are shown in red and orange, respectively. (B) Solution envelope
reconstruction of the long construct mSMC2h4h-l (grey mesh), superimposed with the atomic resolution
models of mSMC2h4h-s in the open (left panel; SMC2 subunit coloured blue, SMC4 red) and closed
conformation (right panel; SMC2 blue, SMC4 orange). (C) Superposition of a Strep II tag onto the solution
envelope reconstruction of mSMC2h4h-l. The stalk of the mSMC2h4h-l SAXS envelope is depicted as grey
mesh, superimposed with the twenty residue N-terminal Strep II tag and linker region of the crystal structure
of the cytochrome OmcF from Geobacter sulfurreducens (pdb 3DP5) (294), depicted as stick model in blue,
with the Strep II tag residues also present in mSMC2h4h-l (WSHPQFEK) shown in red.

The long construct mSMC2h4h-l, on the other hand, clearly exhibits a different
conformational state. The SAXS profiles suggest that this construct has the expected
closed conformation, as its scattering profile more closely resembles that of the closed than
that of the open conformation (Figure 4.15A). Ten independent ab initio envelope
reconstructions were calculated of the long construct. Due to the high data quality, there is
a hint of the hole in the hinge heterodimer ring even in the averaged low-resolution
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envelope (Figure 4.15B). The stalk that sticks out on one side of the globular protein is big
enough to contain 20 – 25 residues of an ordered loop or coiled-coil (Figure 4.15C). The
construct mSMC2h4h-l is 14 residues longer than mSMC2h4h-s at all ends, and the SMC2
subunit additionally carries an N-terminal Strep II tag (8 residues). It is therefore most
likely that the stalk consists of a short stretch of coiled-coil plus the Strep II tag of the
SMC2 subunit (see Figure 4.15C for an exemplary superposition of a crystal structure of a
Strep II tag onto the stalk), while the ends of the SMC4 subunit are flexible in solution.
Docking of the open and closed conformation of mSMC2h4h-s into the SAXS envelope
shows a clearly better fit for the closed conformation (Figure 4.15B). The open
conformation does not completely fill the envelope whilst still projecting outside it,
whereas the closed conformation fills the globular part of the envelope. DNA-binding data
also imply that the long construct has two intact dimer interfaces (chapter 4.2.1). Thus, the
long construct mSMC2h4h-l adopts the expected closed conformation.

4.2 DNA-Binding Activity of SMC Hinge Domains
4.2.1

DNA-Binding Activity of the Mouse Condensin Hinge Domain

Previous work has demonstrated that the SMC hinge domain can bind DNA (17,31,86,89),
but because of the purely qualitative nature of the assays performed in these studies, the
specificity for different DNA substrates could not be unambiguously determined.
Moreover, the DNA-binding activity of a eukaryotic condensin hinge domain had not been
studied before at all. Therefore the binding of different DNA substrates to the mouse
condensin hinge domain was analysed both qualitatively and quantitatively. Sequences and
structures of the DNA substrates used can be found in Table 4.4.
The short construct mSMC2h4h-s binds DNA only very weakly and
nonspecifically (Figure 4.16A and data not shown), probably due to its partially open
conformation or the lack of the transition into the coiled-coil region which might harbour
additional DNA-binding sites. The long construct mSMC2h4h-l, however, which adopts a
closed conformation and contains a short stretch of the coiled-coil regions, binds DNA
quite efficiently and shows interesting differential affinity towards different DNA
substrates.
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Table 4.4. Oligonucleotides used for DNA-binding assays. The 5’ end is on the left side for the singlestranded substrates and the top strand(s) of double-stranded substrates. The diamond symbolises the 6-FAM
fluorescence label.
Name

Structure

30-mer
ssDNA
15-mer
ssDNA
30-mer
dsDNA
30-mer dsssDNA-3’
30-mer dsssDNA-5’
45-mer dsss-dsDNA

Oligonucleotide sequences
5’-6-FAM-TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
5’-6-FAM-TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

strand 1:
strand 2:
strand 1:
strand 2:
strand 1:
strand 2:
strand 1:
strand 2:
strand 3:

5’-6-FAM-CCGGAAAGCATCTAGCATCCTGTCAGCTGC
5’-GCAGCTGACAGGATGCTAGATGCTTTCCGG
5’-6-FAM-CATCCTGTCCGCTGC
5’-GCAGCGGACAGGATGTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
5’-6-FAM-CATCCTGTCCGCTGC
5’-TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTGCAGCGGACAGGATG
5’-6-FAM-CATCCTGTCCGCTGC
5’-CCGGAGAGCATCTCG
5’-GCAGCGGACAGGATGTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTCGAGATGCTCTCCGG

4.2.1.1 Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays
Initially, electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were performed with 6-FAMlabelled DNA substrates (Figure 4.16B). In these assays, the mouse condensin hinge
domain showed a qualitatively different binding behaviour towards single-stranded and
double-stranded DNA. ssDNA was shifted upwards of the well, that is, the protein-ssDNA
complex migrated towards the cathode, suggesting that the protein is so positively charged
that even the complex with a 30-mer ssDNA oligonucleotide still has a surplus of positive
charge. In fact, the long mouse condensin hinge construct has a theoretical isoelectric point
of ~9.3, and positively charged residues are distributed all over the surface of the protein
(Figure 4.18). While a 30-mer dsDNA substrate was also bound, EMSAs implied that it
was bound much more weakly than the ssDNA substrate of the same length (Figure
4.16B). Also, the protein-dsDNA complex did not migrate towards the cathode, but
remained in the wells. Hence EMSAs are not the method of choice to quantitatively
analyse DNA binding.
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Figure 4.16. Electrophoretic mobility shift assays with the mouse condensin hinge domain. Left panels,
titration of the 30-mer ssDNA substrate; right panels, titration of the 30-mer dsDNA substrate. Proteins used
for titration are (A) mSMC2h4h-swt; (B) mSMC2h4h-lwt; (C) mSMC2hK566E4h-l; (D) mSMC2hK566E4hK657E-l;
(E) mSMC2hK613E4hK698E-l. The 6-FAM-labelled DNA substrates at a fixed concentration of 12.5 nM were
incubated with increasing concentrations of protein (in a molar excess over the DNA of 0-, 1-, 2-, 10-, 25-,
50-, 100-, 250-, 500-, and 1000-fold) in 1× PBS for 30 min at room temperature. After addition of 10%
glycerol, samples were separated on 0.5% agarose gels in 1× TB buffer. Asterisks indicate free DNA, arrows
indicate a defined protein-DNA complex.
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4.2.1.2 Quantitative Fluorescence Quenching Titrations
Fluorescence quenching titrations were performed to better understand the DNA-binding
activity of the mouse condensin hinge, exploiting the fact that binding of 6-FAM-labelled
DNA to the protein leads to quenching of 6-FAM fluorescence. The resulting titration
curves are not only a means to quantify the affinity towards different DNA substrates with
great accuracy, but also contain information about the mode of binding.
All measurements were performed at physiological salt concentrations. Inclusion of
Mg2+ in the assay buffer did not have any influence on DNA binding by the condensin
hinge (data not shown).
As can be seen in Figure 4.17A, the binding to dsDNA does not reach saturation
even at a 1000-fold excess of protein and cannot be fitted using a simple binding model.
This non-saturation behaviour shows that the mouse condensin hinge binds dsDNA
nonspecifically. Apparently nonspecific binding produces such large protein-DNA
aggregates that they cannot enter the gel matrix and remain in the wells in EMSAs.
On the other hand, the mouse condensin hinge domain binds all DNA substrates
tested that are at least partially single-stranded specifically and with high affinity (Figure
4.17A and Table 4.5). Oligo(dT) was used as ssDNA substrate because it does not form
intramolecular base pairing or stacking interactions and is a model substrate to study
ssDNA-binding specificity (295). All titration curves obtained with partially or completely
single-stranded substrates could be fitted using a single-site binding model, meaning that
one hinge heterodimer binds one DNA molecule. The 30-mer ssDNA substrate is bound
with a dissociation constant of 0.45 ± 0.04 µM. A 15-mer ssDNA substrate is still bound
specifically, albeit with an approximately 10-fold higher dissociation constant, suggesting
that ~15 nucleotides constitute the minimal binding length. These results led to the
hypothesis that the condensin hinge might easily fall off the ends of the short 15-mer
oligonucleotide, while it would not so quickly dissociate from the twice as long 30-mer
ssDNA substrate. To test this hypothesis, 15-mer ssDNA substrates were designed that are
“capped” on one or both ends by a 15-mer dsDNA stretch. Indeed, the 30-mer ds-ssDNA
substrate, where one end is capped, is bound twice as strongly as the 15-mer ssDNA.
Dissociation constants were found to be the same within the range of error, regardless of
whether the ssDNA stretch was a 3’ or 5’ overhang (Table 4.5). This rules out specific
recognition of a particular ssDNA-dsDNA transition by the condensin hinge.
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Figure 4.17. Fluorescence quenching titrations with the mouse condensin hinge domain. One
representative titration curve of each triplicate measurement is shown. Solid lines represent fits according to
a single-site binding model. (A) Titrations of different DNA substrates with the long mouse condensin hinge
domain construct mSMC2h4h-lwt. DNA substrates are: filled circles, 30-mer ssDNA; open circles, 45-mer
ds-ss-dsDNA; filled triangles, 30-mer ds-ssDNA-3’; open triangles, 15-mer ssDNA; filled diamonds, 30-mer
dsDNA. The titration with the 30-mer dsDNA substrate could not be fitted with a simple binding model. For
clarity, the titration with the 30-mer ds-ssDNA-5’ substrate is not shown. For structures and sequences of the
DNA substrates see Table 4.4. (B) Titrations of the 30-mer ssDNA substrate with mSMC2h4h-l and three
point mutants. Proteins are: filled circles, mSMC2h4h-lwt; filled triangles, mSMC2hK566E4h-l; open circles,
mSMC2hK566E4hK657E-l; open triangles, mSMC2hK613E4hK698E-l. All titrations were performed with 25 nM of
the 6-FAM-labelled DNA substrate in 1× PBS at 20°C in a Horiba Jobin Yvon FluoroMax-P fluorimeter.

Since the fluorescence label is on the 5’ end of the short 15-mer strand (see Table 4.4), it is
close to the ssDNA stretch in the 30-mer ds-ssDNA-3’ substrate and far away from it in
the 30-mer ds-ssDNA-5’ substrate. Titrations with these two substrates therefore also
showed that only the ssDNA stretch is bound by the condensin hinge, as the absolute
change in fluorescence intensity during the titration was half as big when the label was far
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away from the ssDNA stretch as when it was close to it. Capping both ends of the 15-mer
ssDNA results in a five-fold tighter binding with respect to the uncapped 15-mer ssDNA,
hence the condensin hinge binds the 45-mer ds-ss-dsDNA substrate almost as tightly as the
30-mer ssDNA substrate.
Table 4.5. Dissociation constants of complexes of the mouse condensin hinge with different DNA
substrates. The titration curves from the fluorescence quenching titrations were fitted using a single-site
binding model. Dissociation constants Kd are the result of global fits to triplicate measurements, errors are the
standard deviations of dissociation constants resulting from independent fits to the three measurements. For
structures and sequences of the DNA substrates see Table 4.4. n.d., not determined.
Protein construct

DNA substrate

Kd (µM)

mSMC2h4h-lwt

30-mer ssDNA

0.45 ± 0.04

15-mer ssDNA

3.21 ± 0.14

30-mer dsDNA

n.d.

30-mer ds-ssDNA-3’

1.55 ± 0.05

30-mer ds-ssDNA-5’

1.77 ± 0.08

45-mer ds-ss-dsDNA

0.66 ± 0.02

mSMC2hK566E4h-l

30-mer ssDNA

1.80 ± 0.08

mSMC2hK566E4hK657E-l

30-mer ssDNA

3.26 ± 0.58

mSMC2hK613E4hK698E-l

30-mer ssDNA

2.95 ± 0.30

This suggests that the hinge domain is held in place on the ssDNA stretch by the dsDNA
caps, making it less likely to dissociate. Although at least two protein molecules should
theoretically fit onto the 45-mer ds-ss-dsDNA substrate, data could be fitted very well with
a single-site binding model, giving further proof that in partially double-stranded and
partially single-stranded DNA substrates only the ssDNA stretch is bound by the
condensin hinge.
4.2.1.3 DNA-Binding Activity of Lysine-to-Glutamate Point Mutants
To characterise the DNA-binding activity of the mouse condensin hinge domain more
closely, three lysine-to-glutamate point mutants were made of the long construct
mSMC2h4h-l:

a

single

mutant

mSMC2hK566E4h-l,

and

two

double

mutants,

mSMC2hK566E4hK657E-l, and mSMC2hK613E4hK698E-l. The first combination of lysine
residues (mSMC2-K566/mSMC4-K657) was chosen because this is the only lysine residue
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that is highly conserved among SMC proteins from all species (Figure 4.5A, Figure
4.12A). The second combination was chosen due to the position of these lysine residues in
the structure. While mSMC2-K566/mSMC4-K657 are at the C-terminus of α-helix E, the
helix capping off the dimer interface, mSMC2-K613/mSMC4-K698 are ~90° removed from
the dimer interface, in the short loop connecting helices G and H, on the outside surface of
the hinge domain (Figure 4.12A and Figure 4.18). Additionally, they are positioned in a
region of the protein where the electrostatic surface potential is almost neutral, whereas
there is a cluster of positively charged residues around the dimer interface (Figure 4.18A).

Figure 4.18. Basic regions and residues in the mouse condensin hinge domain. (A) Electrostatic surface
potential of the mouse condensin hinge domain. Shown is a view onto the top face and side. Positively
charged regions are coloured blue, negatively charged regions red, and neutral regions white. Asterisks mark
mSMC2-K566/mSMC4-K657, arrows mark mSMC2-K613/mSMC4-K698. (B) Lysine residues in the mouse
condensin hinge domain. The structure is depicted looking onto the closed interface. The backbone of the
condensin hinge is shown in cartoon representation in white, lysines are shown as stick models in green.
Lysine residues mutated to glutamate in the point mutants mSMC2-K566E/mSMC4-K657E and mSMC2K613E/mSMC4-K698E of mSMC2h4h-l are coloured blue and purple, respectively.

All point mutants behaved like the wild-type protein mSMC2h4h-l during purification. As
shown in Figure 4.19A, the mutations cause mobility shifts in SDS-PAGE, but the
retention volumes of the mutant proteins on an analytical gel filtration column were
identical to that of wild-type protein (Figure 4.19B). The multimer/aggregate peak is less
pronounced in the mutant preparations, however, the volume of this peak generally varied
from batch to batch of wild-type protein as well. The SAXS profiles of all three mutant
proteins match the profile of wild-type mSMC2h4h-l, confirming that the mutations do not
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disturb the protein fold, although the mutant proteins, especially mSMC2hK613E4hK698E-l,
displayed a higher tendency to aggregrate than the wild-type protein (Figure 4.19C).
Figure 4.19. Purification of the mouse
condensin

hinge

domain

lysine-to-

glutamate point mutants. (A) SDS-PAGE
analysis of the purified proteins. The samples
were

separated

polyacrylamide

on
gel

a
and

20%

SDS

stained

with

Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 (Carl Roth).
M,

molecular

weight

wt

mSMC2h4h-l ;

KE1,
K566E

KE2,

mSMC2h
K613E

mSMC2h

K698E

4h

-l.

marker;

wt,

K566E

mSMC2h
K657E

4h

The

-l;

4h-l;

KE3,
molecular

weight of selected marker bands is indicated.
(B) Analytical size exclusion chromatograms
of the purified proteins mSMC2hK566E4h-l
mSMC2hK566E4hK657E-l

(orange),

K613E

mSMC2h

K698E

4h

-l

(red),

(blue),

and

wt

mSMC2h4h-l (dotted black line). 100 µl of
0.2 mM

protein

were

separated

on

a

Superdex 200 10/300 GL column (GE
Healthcare) in 5 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,
100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA. Above the
chromatogram, the

elution volumes of

standard proteins are indicated with their
molecular weights. (C) SAXS profiles of the
mutant proteins (mSMC2hK566E4h-l, orange;
mSMC2hK566E4hK657E-l, red; mSMC2hK613E
4hK698E-l, blue) in comparison to wild-type
protein (mSMC2h4h-lwt, black).

EMSAs showed a reduction of the nonspecific dsDNA binding for the single mutant and
even more dramatically for both double mutants, but results with the 30-mer ssDNA
substrate were less clear (Figure 4.16B-E). This is likely to be due to the fact that EMSAs
are unsuitable to reveal subtle (10-fold and less) differences in binding strength.
Fluorescence quenching titrations of the 30-mer ssDNA substrate with the mutant proteins
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clearly demonstrate a reduction in affinity as compared to wild-type (Figure 4.17B and
Table 4.5). The effect of the mutations is additive, since the dissociation constant for the
single mutant mSMC2hK566E4h-l is half as big as that of the corresponding double mutant.
Both double mutants have roughly the same affinity towards the 30-mer ssDNA, it is
reduced 7- to 8-fold as compared to wild-type. The mutations also reduce specificity of
binding, as the titrations show a contribution of nonspecific interaction. Especially for the
double mutants, the binding does not saturate completely, and data could only be fitted up
to a 500-fold excess of protein over DNA.
These results imply that ssDNA wraps around the other surface of the hinge
domain, and all positively charged residues contribute to binding.
4.2.2

DNA-Binding Activity of the P. furiosus SMC Hinge Domain

While the structure of the TmaSMC hinge domain has been solved (15), its DNA-binding
activity has not been investigated. Conversely, DNA binding by the BsuSMC hinge
domain has been analysed – albeit only in a qualitative manner – (17,31,86), but its
structure has not been solved. Therefore the DNA-binding activity of the PfuSMC hinge
domain was investigated as well, using the same DNA substrates as for the mouse
condensin hinge domain (Table 4.4). Unfortunately, probably due to the relatively low
affinity, neither fluorescence quenching nor anisotropy titrations yielded meaningful
binding curves, so DNA binding by the PfuSMC hinge domain could only be analysed
with EMSAs.
4.2.2.1 Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays
In EMSAs, the PfuSMC hinge bound the 30-mer ssDNA substrate relatively well, whereas
the dsDNA substrate of the same length was not bound (Figure 4.20A and B). ~50% of the
30-mer ssDNA were bound at a 50 – 100-fold excess of protein over DNA, and at a 250 –
500-fold excess of protein, the ssDNA substrate was completely shifted. In comparison,
under the same assay conditions, the same 30-mer ssDNA substrate was shifted completely
by the mouse condensin hinge domain at a 100-fold excess of protein over DNA (Figure
4.16B). Hence the PfuSMC hinge domain has a lower affinity for ssDNA than the mouse
condensin hinge. The protein concentration at which half the ssDNA bound to the PfuSMC
hinge was 0.6 – 1.3 µM, therefore the dissociation constant of the complex should be in
this range.
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Figure 4.20. Electrophoretic mobility shift assays with the PfuSMC hinge domain. (A) Titration of the
30-mer ssDNA substrate with the wild-type PfuSMC hinge domain (PfuSMChwt). (B) Titration of the 30-mer
dsDNA substrate with PfuSMChwt. (C) Titration of the 30-mer ssDNA substrate with the point mutant
PfuSMChK565E. (D) Titration of the 30-mer ssDNA substrate with the point mutant PfuSMChK605E. The
6-FAM-labelled DNA substrates at a fixed concentration of 12.5 nM were incubated with increasing
concentrations of protein (in a molar excess over the DNA as detailed underneath each lane) in 1× PBS for
30 min at room temperature. After addition of 10% glycerol, samples were separated on 0.5% agarose gels in
1× TB buffer. Asterisks indicate free DNA, the arrow indicates a defined protein-DNA complex.

The protein-ssDNA complex migrated as a defined band, indicating that a specific
complex was formed. With the 30-mer dsDNA, only a smeared shift could be obtained at a
very high (25 000 – 100 000-fold) excess of protein (Figure 4.20B). This suggests that the
shift was simply caused by the high protein concentration, not by specific binding. Longer
DNA substrates essentially yielded the same results, while shorter ssDNA substrates were
not bound efficiently (data not shown).
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4.2.2.2 DNA-Binding Activity of Lysine-to-Glutamate Point Mutants
In order to more accurately define the DNA-binding interface of the PfuSMC hinge
domain, two lysine-to-glutamate point mutants were constructed. The lysines to be mutated
were chosen in analogy to the mutations made in the mouse condensin hinge domain
(chapter 4.2.1.3), but the choice was based on a tertiary structure rather than a sequence
alignment. As mentioned above, while SMC hinge domains generally contain many
lysines, there is only one lysine residue that is highly conserved among SMC proteins from
all species (PfuSMC-K568, mSMC2-K566/mSMC4-K657) (Figure 4.21A). This residue is
located at the C terminus of the α-helix capping the dimer interface in all SMC hinge
domain structures solved so far.

Figure 4.21. Basic regions and residues in the PfuSMC hinge domain. (A) Sequence alignment of
PfuSMC with mouse SMC2 and SMC4. Shown is only the part of the hinge region containing the lysine
residues chosen for mutation to glutamate. The residue numbering is for PfuSMC. The lysine residues
mutated in PfuSMC are indicated by blue asterisks, those mutated in mSMC2 and mSMC4 by orange
asterisks. The secondary structure of the PfuSMC hinge domain in this region is shown above the alignment,
with α-helices displayed as purple rectangles and β-strands as blue arrows. The alignment was generated
with MultAlin (249). (B) Superposition of the PfuSMC hinge domain (chain A coloured light blue, chain A’
light pink) with the mouse SMC2 hinge domain (orange). The lysine residues mutated in the PfuSMC hinge
domain are shown as stick models in blue, corresponding lysine residues in the mSMC2 hinge in orange.
Note that the conserved residue K566 of mSMC2 corresponds to PfuSMC-K568 (shown as stick model in
black) in a primary sequence alignment, but superimposes with PfuSMC-K565 in the tertiary structure.
PfuSMC-K568 is involved in dimer interactions, forming a hydrogen bond with E641 of the other chain (shown
as stick model in pink). (C) Electrostatic surface potential of the PfuSMC hinge domain, looking onto the
dimer interface. Positively charged regions are coloured blue, negatively charged regions red, and neutral
regions white. The asterisk marks K565, the arrow marks K605.
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In the mSMC2 hinge domain, K566 points outwards from the protein surface, whereas the
corresponding residue in the PfuSMC hinge domain, K568, is involved in dimer
interactions, forming a hydrogen bond with E641 of the other chain (Figure 4.21B).
PfuSMC-K565, however, is in a similar position in the tertiary structure as mSMC2-K566
and was therefore mutated to glutamate instead of the conserved residue PfuSMC-K568.
The second residue mutated to glutamate was PfuSMC-K605, located in the same region of
the hinge domain as mSMC2-K613/mSMC4-K698 (Figure 4.21A). This residue was chosen
because, in contrast to PfuSMC-K565, it is distant from the dimer interface and located in
an overall negatively charged region (Figure 4.21B and C).
Both point mutants behaved like the wild-type protein during purification. As
shown in Figure 4.22A, the mutations cause mobility shifts in SDS-PAGE. The retention
volumes of the mutant proteins on an analytical gel filtration column are slightly smaller
than that of wild-type protein, but still correspond to the molecular weight of a dimer
(Figure 4.22B). The SAXS profiles of both mutant proteins match the profile of the wildtype PfuSMC hinge domain, confirming that the mutations do not disturb the protein fold
(Figure 4.22C).
Interestingly, while both mutants displayed reduced affinity towards ssDNA as
compared to wild-type, the effect of the K565E mutation was stronger than that of the K605E
mutation (Figure 4.20C and D). The K565E mutant protein only started shifting the 30-mer
ssDNA at a concentration of 3.1 µM (250-fold excess), whereas the K605E mutant started
shifting the DNA substrate at 0.6 µM (50-fold excess), indicating that the affinity of the
K565E mutant protein for ssDNA is approximately 5-fold lower than that of the K605E
mutant. However, both mutant proteins failed to form a defined protein-DNA complex,
instead producing only a smeared shift, and a complete shift was not obtained with either
of the two mutant proteins even at high protein concentrations. This suggests that while
both the basic patch as well as positively charged residues outside of the basic patch
contribute to binding specificity, the binding strength is achieved mostly by the basic
patch.
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Figure 4.22. Purification of the PfuSMC
hinge domain lysine-to-glutamate point
mutants. (A) SDS-PAGE analysis of the
purified

proteins.

The

samples

were

separated on a 15% SDS polyacrylamide gel
and stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue
R-250 (Carl Roth). M, molecular weight
marker;
PfuSMCh

wt,
K565E

PfuSMChwt;

K565E,
K605E

; K605E, PfuSMCh

. The

molecular weight of selected marker bands is
indicated. (B) Analytical size exclusion
chromatograms of the purified proteins
PfuSMChK565E (red), PfuSMChK605E (blue),
and PfuSMChwt (dotted black line). 100 µl of
1 mM protein were separated on a Superdex
200 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) in
5 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl,
0.1 mM EDTA. Above the chromatogram,
the elution volumes of standard proteins are
indicated with their molecular weights.
(C) SAXS profiles of the mutant proteins in
comparison

to

wild-type

protein.

The

scattering profile of PfuSMChwt is shown in
black, the profile of PfuSMChK565E in red,
and that of PfuSMChK605E in blue.
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Organisms from all domains of life rely on SMC proteins for the accurate propagation of
genetic information. As the core components of the protein complexes named after them,
SMC proteins are key players in the control of chromosome structure and dynamics
throughout all stages of the cell cycle. SMC proteins consist of N and C-terminal domains
that fold back onto each other to create an ATPase head domain, connected to a central
hinge domain via long coiled-coils. The hinge domain mediates dimerisation of SMC
proteins and binds DNA, but it is not clear to what purpose this activity serves. Therefore
the aim of this work was to analyse both prokaryotic and eukaryotic SMC hinge domains,
and specifically their DNA-binding activity, in more detail. To this end, the hinge domains
of the PfuSMC protein and of mouse condensin were characterised structurally and
biochemically.

5.1 The SMC Hinge Domain Fold is Highly Conserved
The primary sequence of SMC hinge domains is strongly conserved: between hinge
domains from all three phylogenetic domains, as exemplified by those whose structures
have been solved, i.e. the T. maritima (15), the P. furiosus, and the mouse condensin hinge
domain, the sequences are ~30% identical and 50 – 60% similar. Likewise, the tertiary
structures of these SMC hinge domains are quite similar, with rms deviations all below
3 Å. The SMC hinge domain comprises two pseudo-two-fold-symmetric subdomains, each
consisting of a mixed β-sheet sandwiched between α-helices. The subdomains interact
such that a half-ring structure is created with an α-helical core, flanked by the β-sheets and
one or two outer helices on both sides. While in prokaryotes the SMC hinge domain
homodimerises, the six different eukaryotic hinge domains assemble into specific pseudosymmetric heterodimers. The characteristic doughnut-shaped dimers are formed by both
outermost β-strands on the concave side of the half-ring interacting with those of another
subunit to form two continuous β-sheets, so that both coiled-coils emerge from the same
face of the dimer.
The SMC proteins of γ-proteobacteria, called MukB, are strongly divergent from
those of other species and were initially not recognised as belonging to the SMC family at
all (32). MukB proteins are significantly smaller than genuine SMC proteins, and there is
no discernible sequence homology. However, despite the substantial difference in size and
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large sequence divergence, the structure of the E. coli MukB hinge domain is quite similar
to that of the PfuSMC and TmaSMC hinge domains (93,94). Interestingly, while the
N-terminal subdomains match almost perfectly, only the β-sheet of the C-terminal
subdomain is present in the E. coli MukB hinge. Apparently, when γ-proteobacteria
diverged from other prokaryotes, the sequence encoding the α-helical part of the
C-terminal hinge subdomain was deleted from the smc gene.
Although the mouse SMC2-SMC4 hinge heterodimer adopts an open conformation
in the crystal structure described here, dimerising via only one of the two expected
interfaces, the subunit cores themselves closely resemble the prokaryotic SMC hinge
domains from P. furiosus and T. maritima (15). The SMC2 hinge is more similar to the
prokaryotic SMC hinges than the SMC4 hinge. The structural features of the SMC4 hinge
that are different from its bacterial and archaeal counterparts might be involved in specific
functions of the condensin complex which the prokaryotic SMC complex does not have.
Since these structural features are exposed on the outer surface of the SMC4 hinge, they
could constitute a binding interface for an interaction partner like Cti1/C1D, a protein that
was found to interact with the SMC4 hinge domain in fission yeast (90) and is implicated
in DNA repair functions (296,297). Further research should clarify whether condensin also
interacts with C1D in higher eukaryotes, and if so, whether it does this via the SMC4 hinge
domain.
Eukaryotes have six different SMC proteins that form three distinct heterodimeric
complexes, pairing SMC1 with SMC3, SMC2 with SMC4, and SMC5 with SMC6. Other
dimers do not occur. Only because of this specific heterodimer formation was it possible
for the different SMC complexes to specialise and assume different functions. The
interface between the SMC2 and SMC4 subunit in the crystal structure offers an
explanation as to how dimerisation specificity of eukaryotic SMC proteins is created.
Comparing the interacting residues in the SMC2-SMC4 hinge domain with the
corresponding residues in SMC1α and SMC3, it becomes apparent that some of these
residues would either clash with, or not be able to interact with the interface residues of the
“wrong” partners. Thus, although the overall structure of their hinge domains is likely to
be very similar, small differences in the primary sequence ensure that only one set of
heterodimers can be formed from the six different eukaryotic SMC proteins.
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While the overall fold of the SMC hinge domain is conserved from prokaryotes to
eukaryotes, functionally relevant structural details have changed, but these changes do not
only concern the dimer interface. Most importantly, the surface charge of the hinge domain
has been almost reversed throughout evolution. Whereas bacterial and archaeal SMC hinge
domains have a quite acidic outer surface with only one basic patch at the dimer interface,
the outer surface of the eukaryotic condensin hinge domain is neutral-to-basic, and the
positively charged patch at the dimer interface is also much more pronounced. As
discussed below, this has implications in the DNA-binding activity and specificity of
prokaryotic and eukaryotic SMC hinge domains.
The open conformation of the mouse condensin hinge domain in the crystal
structure may have been caused by the construct being too short for the second
dimerisation interface to be stable, but it is also possible that it represents a functional
intermediate during assembly of SMC complexes or their action on DNA. It would at first
glance seem to suggest that the hinge domain could indeed open up to allow DNA to enter
into the intra-coiled-coil space, as has been proposed (246). While this possibility cannot
be ruled out based on the data presented here, the space between the SMC2 and SMC4
subunits in the crystal structure is not big enough to accomodate a DNA double helix, and
the charge distribution on the inner surface of the hinge domain would rather repulse than
attract DNA. In fact, the observed charge distribution with only one strongly basic patch
argues for a preference for single-stranded over double-stranded DNA (chapter 5.2).
The SMC2-SMC4 hinge heterodimer is stable although one dimer interface is
disrupted, indicating that one intact interface suffices for dimerisation. This observation is
in close agreement with mutational studies of the bovine and budding yeast cohesin hinge
domains (89,298). The interaction between the two subunits is also strong enough to
withstand some structural rearrangements, as the interface remains intact despite the hinge
being bent open along the interface axis, leading to a wider angle between subunits than in
the closed conformation. The data presented in this study therefore provide additional
evidence for the structural flexibility of the hinge domain, a quality that is probably very
important for the dynamic interactions of SMC proteins with DNA (41,86,246).
It has been demonstrated that the transition into the coiled-coil region is necessary
for DNA binding by the cohesin hinge, but not for its dimerisation (89). Similar results
were obtained in a previous study of the BsuSMC protein (17), and this was found to be
true for the mouse condensin hinge domain as well. In the experiments presented here, the
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construct without coiled-coil regions bound to DNA only very weakly and nonspecifically,
whereas the construct carrying a short stretch of coiled-coil bound ssDNA strongly and
specifically. The structural data show that in the construct without coiled-coil regions only
one dimer interface is intact, while the longer construct has both expected dimer interfaces.
Taken together, these results suggest that the transition into the coiled-coil region does not
directly participate in DNA binding, but rather confers structural stability to the hinge
domain, especially to the basic patch at the dimer interface which is essential for DNA
binding.

5.2 Condensin SMC Hinge Domains Preferentially Bind SingleStranded DNA
5.2.1

Localisation of the DNA-Binding Surface

Both prokaryotic and eukaryotic condensin SMC hinge domains bind DNA with medium
to high affinity and show a clear preference for single-stranded over double-stranded DNA
(but no sequence specificity), as has been demonstrated here for the PfuSMC and the
mouse condensin hinge domains, and observed previously with the BsuSMC hinge
(17,31,86,91). However, despite the strong structural conservation, the DNA-binding
surface of prokaryotic and eukaryotic SMC hinge domains is likely to be different.
The PfuSMC hinge domain displays a marked preference for ssDNA over dsDNA
– it binds ssDNA with medium affinity, but does not bind dsDNA at all. The mouse
condensin hinge domain, however, binds dsDNA, albeit weakly and non-specifically,
whereas its interaction with ssDNA is relatively strong and specific. Interestingly, studies
of the BsuSMC protein suggest that the bacterial SMC hinge domain also interacts with
dsDNA and ssDNA in mechanistically distinct manners (31,86).
Although the affinity of the PfuSMC hinge domain for ssDNA could not be
accurately quantified, it is obviously lower than that of the mouse condensin hinge domain.
Thus, the mouse condensin hinge domain has a higher affinity for DNA than the PfuSMC
hinge at the cost of a lower specificity for the structure of the DNA bound.
Mutation of a lysine residue in the basic patch of the PfuSMC hinge domain to
glutamate caused a stronger reduction of DNA binding than mutation of a lysine residue in
the acidic region of the outer hinge domain surface. This suggests that the DNA-binding
activity of the PfuSMC hinge domain resides mostly within the basic patch at the dimer
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interface. In contrast, in the mouse condensin hinge domain the analogous mutations both
had the same quantitative and qualitative effect, reducing affinity as well as specificity,
implying that ssDNA wraps around the outer surface of the hinge domain, and all
positively charged residues contribute to binding.
As mentioned above, while the outer surface of the condensin hinge domain is
neutral-to-positively charged, the PfuSMC hinge domain has a rather acidic outer surface,
and only its inner surface – which is, however, not accessible to DNA – is positively
charged, with the basic patch at the dimer interface also being less pronounced. Therefore,
the effects of the lysine-to-glutamate point mutations confirm what can already be
suspected looking at the surface charge distributions, namely that the PfuSMC hinge
domain binds DNA only via the basic patch, while in the mouse condensin hinge domain
the DNA-binding surface extends further, leading to stronger affinity as well as lower
specificity.
Since the surface charge distribution of bacterial SMC hinge domains is similar to
that of the archaeal PfuSMC hinge, their DNA-binding surface is likely also confined to
the basic patch at the dimer interface. A previous mutational study of the BsuSMC protein
supports this conclusion, although residues outside of the basic patch were not mutated in
this study (86). However, the authors found that mutation of three consecutive lysine
residues in the basic patch of the BsuSMC hinge led to a complete loss of DNA binding
(Figure 5.1D). The structure of the BsuSMC hinge domain has not been solved, but is
likely to be very similar to the known structures of other genuine SMC hinge domains.
Judging from the large number of lysine residues that are clustered around the dimer
interface of the BsuSMC hinge domain (Figure 5.1B and D) its basic patch should be more
pronounced than that of the PfuSMC hinge, and consequently its affinity for DNA should
be higher. Although it has not been quantified accurately, the DNA affinity of the BsuSMC
hinge indeed appears to be similar to that of the mouse condensin hinge. The fact that the
BsuSMC hinge binds dsDNA also suggests that it behaves more like the mouse condensin
hinge domain (17,31,86,91). The DNA-binding activity of the TmaSMC hinge domain has
not been investigated, but based on the fact that its surface is slightly more acidic than that
of the PfuSMC hinge domain, its affinity for DNA can be expected to be slightly weaker.
Current knowledge suggests that in all genuine SMC hinge domains there is a basic
patch at the dimer interface which is (part of) their DNA-binding surface, yet the basic
patch is not located in exactly the same position in all SMC hinge domains. There is
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always a cluster of basic residues in the region of the dimer interface, but with the
exception of one of these residues they are not conserved. In the PfuSMC hinge domain
the basic patch is located along the dimer interface, while in the TmaSMC hinge it is
shifted more towards the bottom face, and in the BsuSMC hinge domain it is in contrast
likely to be shifted more towards the top face of the domain. In the mouse condensin hinge
domain the basic patch is much more pronounced and spreads from the top face along the
dimer interface to the bottom face (Figure 5.1). The fact that its exact location on the SMC
hinge domain varies suggests that the DNA-binding surface has evolved to fulfil different
functions (see below).

Figure 5.1. Location of the basic patch at the dimer interface in different SMC hinge domains.
(A) Electrostatic surface potential of the PfuSMC hinge domain, looking onto the dimer interface. The basic
patch is circled in yellow. (B) Electrostatic surface potential of the TmaSMC hinge domain (pdb 1GXL) (15),
looking onto the dimer interface. The basic patch is circled in yellow, the probable location of the basic patch
in the BsuSMC hinge domain is circled in cyan. (C) Electrostatic surface potential of the mouse condensin
hinge domain, looking onto the dimer interface. In (A) – (C), positively charged regions are coloured blue,
negatively charged regions red, and neutral regions white. (D) Sequence alignment of the C-terminal
dimerisation interface residues of the SMC hinge domains of P. furiosus, T. maritima, B. subtilis, and mouse
condensin. The cyan circle marks the three consecutive lysine residues in the BsuSMC hinge domain that are
required for DNA binding and probably part of the basic patch (86). Numbering of residues is for PfuSMC.
The secondary structure of the PfuSMC hinge domain is shown above the alignment, with β-strands
displayed as blue arrows. In the consensus sequence, lower case letters are used for≥50%, upper case letters
for ≥90% conservation; # is any one of NDQE. The alignment was generated with MultAlin (249).
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The one conserved lysine residue (PfuSMC-K568, mSMC2-K566/mSMC4-K657) is most
likely conserved because it participates in the dimer interaction in prokaryotic SMC hinge
domains. In mSMC2, this residue points outwards from the protein surface, so that it can
assume a different function. Since the dimer interface at which mSMC4-K657 is located is
open in the crystal structure, it is difficult to say whether or not the same is true for this
conserved residue in mSMC4. On the one hand, in the model of the closed conformation,
mSMC4-K657 points towards mSMC2-D655 and could therefore form a similar interaction
as PfuSMC-K568 does with PfuSMC-E641. On the other hand, its mutation to glutamate in
the long mouse condensin hinge domain construct with two intact dimer interfaces did not
disturb the protein structure. Hence, it appears that while this lysine residue is conserved
throughout evolution due to its participation in the dimer interaction, it can also participate
in DNA binding, having a dual or flexible function.
In contrast, MukB has an extensive DNA-binding site on the head domain surface
between the coiled-coils (81). No DNA-binding activity was observed with the MukB
hinge domain which is even more acidic than genuine prokaryotic SMC hinge domains
(93,94). This implies that the DNA-binding activity is a feature acquired by SMC and
MukB proteins after γ-proteobacteria diverged from other bacteria.
5.2.2

Functional Implications of the Single-Stranded DNA-Binding Activity

Since SMC hinge domains seem to have acquired the DNA-binding activity quite late
during evolution, it is likely that it has developed to support functions that the SMC
complex was already fulfilling, and that it therefore supports different functions in
different SMC complexes.
The fact that the ssDNA-binding activity appears to have been enhanced in
eukaryotic condensin as compared to prokaryotic SMC proteins, while the cohesin hinge
domain preferentially binds dsDNA (89), argues that this activity plays a role in a function
acquired specifically by the eukaryotic condensin complex. One possibility is that the
ssDNA-binding activity of its hinge domain supports the SSB repair function of condensin.
Human condensin I is recruited to SSBs by the DNA nick-sensor PARP1 (226). By
interacting directly with the ssDNA, the hinge domain might help to tether the condensin
complex to the damage site and to organise the DNA structure for repair. The ssDNAbinding activity could also be important during normal DNA replication which transiently
produces ssDNA stretches, as suggested by the replication checkpoint defect of condensin
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mutants (225), and the accumulation of condensin at stalled replication forks (206). Lower
eukaryotes like yeast do not possess PARP1, therefore condensin must have a slightly
different function in DNA repair in these organisms (90,225). However, it is likely that
condensin participates in SSB repair in lower eukaryotes as well, since budding yeast
temperature-sensitive condensin mutants are hypersensitive to SSB damage (Frank
Uhlmann, personal communication).
Prokaryotes do not possess PARP1, and the ssDNA-binding activity of the
prokaryotic SMC hinge domain is less pronounced than that of its eukaryotic counterpart.
Also, while condensin is loaded onto chromosomes in prophase of mitosis
(126,194,200,201), the prokaryotic SMC complex appears to be loaded during replication,
at the replication fork (30,198,199). The ssDNA-binding activity of its hinge domain might
therefore play a role in the DNA-loading process of the prokaryotic SMC complex.
It is conceivable that ssDNA binding has been enhanced during the evolution from
prokaryotic SMC proteins to condensin while genome size increased and DNA repair
pathways consequently became more and more sophisticated.
5.2.3

Functional Implications of the Double-Stranded DNA-Binding Activity

The weak and nonspecific interaction of the condensin hinge with dsDNA might be
involved in the mitotic function of the condensin complex. There is evidence that
condensin interacts with mitotic chromosomes in a different manner than cohesin (195).
When the coiled-coil region of cohesin is cut at genetically engineered protease cleavage
sites, its interaction with chromosomes is lost (172). Cohesin stably bound to a circular
minichromosome will also fall off when the DNA is linearised (173). These experiments
led to the conclusion that cohesin interacts with DNA in a topological manner, that is that
it forms a ring around chromosomes. Due to the structural similarity of SMC proteins it
was assumed that they all interact with DNA in this manner. However, when condensin is
cut at two protease cleavage sites genetically engineered into the SMC2 coiled-coil region,
its association with mitotic chromosomes is not affected (195). Electron micrographs also
showed that condensin and cohesin adopt different conformations: while cohesin forms
rings that could potentially encircle chromatin, condensin has a rod-like appearance with
its two coiled-coil arms juxtaposed (21). In atomic force microscopy images, condensin
was observed sitting on DNA with its hinge region (92). Although it is not clear whether
these images represent the physiological DNA-bound state of condensin, more and more
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results point in this direction. Condensin is therefore more likely to be tethered to
chromosomes by interactions with other chromosome-bound proteins, possibly mediated
by its regulatory non-SMC subunits. The weak binding to dsDNA via its hinge domain
might execute an accessory function.
The cohesin hinge on the other hand seems to interact with DNA in a way quite
different to condensin. The bovine cohesin hinge domain preferentially binds dsDNA and
DNA rich in secondary structures (89). This points to a role of the hinge domain in the
DNA-loading process or the DSB repair function of cohesin. In comparison with the data
presented in this study, it also shows once more that of all three eukaryotic SMC
complexes, the condensin complex is most closely related to prokaryotic SMC proteins not
only in sequence, but also in function.

5.3 Conclusion
With more and more data on structure and activity of SMC hinge domains being available,
it is becoming increasingly clear that while the SMC hinge domain fold has been strongly
conserved throughout evolution, its function has diversified. Although the precise role of
its DNA-binding activity is still unclear, the hinge domain is obviously much more than
just a simple dimerisation domain.
This work has unambiguously demonstrated that both prokaryotic and eukaryotic
condensin hinge domains preferentially and specifically bind ssDNA, while their
interaction with dsDNA is weak and nonspecific. The ssDNA-binding activity of
condensin hinge domains should therefore no longer be regarded as unphysiological and
therefore meaningless. On the contrary, the results presented here are a clear indication that
this activity should be investigated in vivo.
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7 APPENDIX
7.1 The Bicistronic Vector for Heterodimeric Expression Constructs

Figure 7.1. Map of the modified bicistronic pET-21b vector containing the construct mSMC2h4h-l.
Only the restriction sites used for cloning are shown. The map was generated with PlasMapper (299).

NdeI
NheI
EcoRI SacI
SalI
RBS___
CATATGGCTAGCgene1GAATTCGAGCTCCGTCGACAATAATTTTGTTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATA
His6
STOP
NcoI_
NotI
XhoI
CCATGGgene2GCGGCCGCACTCGAGCACCACCACCACCACCACTGA
Figure 7.2. Multiple cloning site of the modified bicistronic pET-21b vector. The vector was generated
by inserting a second ribosome binding site between the SalI and NotI sites of pET-21b (Novagen).
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7.2 Amino Acid Sequences and Physico-Chemical Parameters of
Proteins
Table 7.1. Amino acid sequences of protein constructs used in this study. The sequences of affinity tags
are printed in bold letters.
Name
PfuSMC hinge

mSMC2h-l

mSMC4h-l

mSMC2h-s
mSMC4h-s

Amino acid sequence
MELESSERELIAAEAQREVRGNRAAEELKRSGIGGIYGTLAELIKVKDEAYALAIEVALG
NRADNVVVEDELVAEKAIKYLKEHKLGRLTFLPLNKIKPKHVDSSVGLPAVDVIEYDQKI
ENAVKFALGDTVIVNSMEEARPHIGKVRMVTIEGELYERSGAITGGHFRARGLAVDTTKL
RLEHHHHHH
MWSHPQFEKLKGKHEALLAKFPNLQFAYKDPEKNWNRNSVKGLVASLINVKDNSTATALE
VVAGERLYNVVVDTEVTAKKLLEKGELKRRYTIIPLNKISARCIAPETLRVAQNLVGPDN
VHVALSLVDYKPELQKGMEFVFGTTFVCNNMDNAKKVAFDKRIMTRTVTLGGDVFDPHGT
LSGGARSQAASILTKFQE
MVEEAKSSLAMNRSRGKVLDAIIQEKKSGRIPGIYGRLGDLGAIDEKYDIAISSCCHALD
YIVVDSIDTAQECVNFLKKHNIGIATFIGLDKMTVWAKKMSKIQTPENTPRLFDLVKVKN
EEIRQAFYFALRDTLVANNLDQATRVAYQRDRRWRVVTLQGQIIEQSGTMSGGGSKVMRG
RMGSSVILEHHHHHH
MLQFAYKDPEKNWNRNSVKGLVASLINVKDNSTATALEVVAGERLYNVVVDTEVTAKKLL
EKGELKRRYTIIPLNKISARCIAPETLRVAQNLVGPDNVHVALSLVDYKPELQKGMEFVF
GTTFVCNNMDNAKKVAFDKRIMTRTVTLGGDVFDPHGTLSGG
MGKVLDAIIQEKKSGRIPGIYGRLGDLGAIDEKYDIAISSCCHALDYIVVDSIDTAQECV
NFLKKHNIGIATFIGLDKMTVWAKKMSKIQTPENTPRLFDLVKVKNEEIRQAFYFALRDT
LVANNLDQATRVAYQRDRRWRVVTLQGQIIEQSGTMSGGLEHHHHHH

Table 7.2. Physico-chemical parameters of protein constructs used in this study, as determined by
ProtParam (261).

Name

Residues
of full
length
protein

PfuSMC hinge 488-667

Affinity
tag

Molecular
weight
(Da)

Number
of
residues

Theoretical
isoelectric
point

Calculated
extinction
coefficient at
280 nm (M-1cm-1)

C-His6

20 986.0

189

6.21

7450

43 984.6

393

9.34

35 410

mSMC2h4h-l
mSMC2h-l

492-680

N-Strep II

22 032.4

198

9.39

16 960

mSMC4h-l

581-766

C-His6

21 952.2

195

9.28

18 450

36 858.4

329

8.75

29 910

17 912.7

162

9.08

11 460

18 945.7

167

8.42

18 450

mSMC2h4h-s
mSMC2h-s

506-666

mSMC4h-s

595-752

C-His6
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7.3 Abbreviations
aa

amino acid

ABC

ATP-binding cassette

ADP

adenosine diphosphate

AKAP95

A kinase-anchoring protein 95

APC

anaphase-promoting complex

APE1

apurinic-apyrimidinic endonuclease 1

APS

ammonium persulfate

ARM

Armadillo (repeat)

ATM

ataxia telangiectasia mutated

ATP

adenosine triphosphate

BER

base-excision repair

Bsu

Bacillus subtilis

CAP

chromosome-associated protein

Cdc

cell-division cycle

Cdk

cyclin-dependent kinase

Chk

checkpoint kinase

CK2

casein kinase 2

CPS

counts per second

Ctf

chromosome transmission fidelity

C-WHD

C-terminal winged-helix domain

DLS

dynamic light scattering

DNA

deoxyribonucleic acid

DSB

DNA double-strand break

dsDNA

double-stranded DNA

DTT

dithiothreitol

Eco

establishment of cohesion

EDTA

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

EMSA

electrophoretic mobility shift assay

6-FAM

6-carboxyfluorescein

FEN1

flap endonuclease 1

FRET

Förster resonance energy transfer
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HEAT

Huntingtin, elongation factor 3, the A subunit of protein phosphatase 2A,
TOR lipid kinase

HPSF

high purity salt free

HR

homologous recombination

IPTG

isopropyl -D-1-thiogalactopyranoside

LB

lysogeny broth

MAD

multiple-wavelength anomalous dispersion

Mad2

mitotic arrest-deficient

MAGE

melanoma-antigen encoding gene

Mre11

meiotic recombination 11

MRN

Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1

m(SMC)

mouse (SMC)

Muk

from Japanese mukaku, meaning “anucleate”

Nbs

Nijmegen breakage syndrome

NEBD

nuclear envelope breakdown

Nse

non-SMC element

OD600

optical density at 600 nm

ORF

open reading frame

PAGE

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

PARP1

poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1

PBS

phosphate buffered saline

PCNA

proliferating cell nuclear antigen

PCR

polymerase chain reaction

PDB

protein data bank

Pds

precocious dissociation of sisters

PEG

polyethylene glycol

Pfu

Pyrococcus furiosus

Plk1

Polo-like kinase 1

PP2A

protein phosphatase 2A

Rad

radiation sensitive

Rbf1

RPG-box-binding factor 1

rDNA

ribosomal DNA

Rec

recombination
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RFC

replication factor C

RING

really interesting new gene

rms

root mean square

RPA

replication protein A

RP-HPLC

reversed phase high performance liquid chromatography

SAD

single-wavelength anomalous dispersion

SAXS

small-angle X-ray Scattering

Sc

Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Scc

sister chromatid cohesion (protein)

Scp

segregation and condensation protein

SDS

sodium dodecyl sulfate

SLS

Swiss Light Source

SMC

Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes

SSB

DNA single-strand break

ssDNA

single-stranded DNA

SUMO

small ubiquitin-like modifier

TB

Tris-borate

TCEP

tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine

TEMED

N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine

TfB

transformation buffer

TFIIIC

transcription factor IIIC

Tma

Thermotoga maritima

Tris

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane

Wapl

wings apart-like

WHD

winged-helix domain

wt

wild-type

XRCC1

X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 1
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